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:

For Taxpayer:

BYRON C. HANNA, Esq.,

A. CALDER MACKAY, Esq.

ADAM Y. BENNION, Esq.

For Comm'r:

EARL C. CROUTER, Esq.

Docket No. 740

DAISY MAY HANNA,
Petitioner,

vs.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Respondent.

DOCKET ENTRIES
1943

Feb. 10—Petition received and filed. Taxpayer

notified. Fee paid.

Feb. 11—Copy of petition served on General

Counsel.

Apr. 8—Answer filed by General Counsel.

Apr. 8—Request for hearino- in Los Angeles,

California, filed by (General Counsel.

Apr. 14—Notice issued placint? proceeding on Los

Angeles, California calendar. Service of

answer and request made.
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1944

Feb. 29—Hearing set April 24, 1944 in Los An-

geles, California.

Apr. 27, 28—Hearing had before Judge Hill on

merits. Motion of counsel for petition-

er to consolidate the cases and there

being no objection by counsel for re-

spondent. Ordered that the cases be con-

solidated, 739 & 740. Entry of appear-

ance of A. Calder MacKay Esq., and A.

Y. Bennion, Esq., filed at hearing.

Briefs due 6/13/44. Replies due

6/28/44. (Simultaneous)

Jun. 1—Motion for extension to July 1 and July

22, 1944 respectively, to file original

and reply brief filed by General Coun-

sel. 6/2/44 Granted.

Jun. 12—Motion for extension to July 1 and July

22, 1944 respectively, to file original and

reply brief filed by taxpayer. 6/13/44

Granted.

Jun. 19—Transcript of hearing 4/27, 28/44 filed.

Jun. 23—Motion for extension to July 18, 1944

to file brief filed by taxpayer. 6/26/44

Granted.

Jul. 1—Brief filed by General Counsel. Served

8/2/44.

Jul. 12—Motion for extension to Aug. 3, 1944 to

file original brief and to Aug. 24, 1944,

respectively, to file reply brief, filed by

taxpayer. 7/13/44 Granted.
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1944

Aug. 2—Brief filed by taxpayer. 8/2/44 Copy

served.

Aug. 17—Reply brief liled by General Counsel.

Aug. 24—Reply brief filed by taxpayer. Copy

served.

1945

Jan. 15—^lemoranduni findings of fact and opin-

ion rendered. Judge Hill. Decision will

be entered for respondent. Copies

served.

Jan. 15—Decision entered. Judge Hill. Div, 2.

[T]

Apr. 12—Petition for review by IT. S. Circuit

Court of Appeals, 9tli Circuit, with as-

signments of error filed by taxpayer.

Apr. 13—Proof of service filed by tax})ayer.

May 19—Agreed statement of evidence filed.

May 19—Statement of points to be relied on and

designation of parts of the record to be

printed filed by taxpayer with proof of

service thereon.

May 19—Designation of contents of record filed

by taxpayer with proof of service

thereon.

May 23—Certified copy of order from U. S. Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit, ex-

tending time to 6/22/45 to pre})are and

deliver the record. [2]

*Page numbering appearing at top of page of original certified

Transcript of Record.
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The Tax Court of the United States

Docket No. 740

DAISY MAY HANNA,
Petitioner,

V.

COMMISSIONER OP INTERNAL REVENUE,
Respondent.

PETITION

The above named petitioner hereby petitions for

a redetermination of the deficiency set forth by the

Commissionei* of Internal Revenue in his Notice

of Deficiency LA :IT :90D :PB, dated November 17,

1942; and as a basis of her proceeding alleges as

follows

:

(1) The petitioner is an individual whose office

is located at 1126 Pacific Mutual Building, Los An-

geles, California. The return for the period here in-

volved was filed with the Collector for the Sixth

District of California.

(2) The Notice of Deficiency (a copy of which

is attached and marked "Exhibit A") was mailed

to the petitioner on November 17, 1942.

(3) The taxes in controversy are income taxes

for the calendar year 1940, in the amount of

$3,476.26. Notice of deficiency discloses a deficiency

of $3,484.95, [3] which includes a deficiency for the

calendar year 1939 in the amount of $8.69, concern-

ing which no question is raised.

(4) The determination of taxes set forth in
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the said Notice of Ueticieiicy for the (-aleiidar year

1940 is based on the following* errors:

(a) The addition and inelnsion in ])etitioner's

income for said calendar year oP 1940 of the amonTit

of $28,821.93 as petitioner's share of the commun-

ity income of petitioner's husband and herself de-

rived from the x^artnership of Hanna and Morton

hereinafter referred to.

(b) The rejection of the application of section

107 of the Internal Revenue Code to a fee received

by the partnership of Hanna and Morton in 1940,

earned by services extending over a period of eight

years.

(5) The facts upon which petitioner relies as

the basis of this proceeding are as follows:

A. That at all times herein mentioned:

(a) Byron C. Hanna and petitioner were hus-

band and wife and residents of the State of Cali-

fornia. [4]

(b) Byron C. Hanna and Harold C. Morton

were equal partners engaged in the practice of law

in the City of Los Angeles, State of California un-

der the tirm name and style of Hanna and Morton.

B. In July, 1932, Mr. Etienne Lang, represent-

ing the Lazard Family, consulted Harold C. Mor-

ton, partner of the said Byron C. Hanna, with

reference to an important action to be brought on

behalf of the members of the Lazard Familv.

Thereafter, on August 14, 1932, Mr. T.ang ])aid

the firm of Hanna and Morton, of which said Byron

C. Hanna is a partner, $2500.00 for preliminary

work, which included the drafting of a complaint
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to be submitted to the examination of French

counsel.

At that point the service for which the $2500.00

was paid was complete. There was no obligation

on the part of Hanna and Morton to render any

further service or to proceed with any action, and

no obligation on the part of the clients to employ

said firm any further.

C. Thereafter, in October, 1932, Mr. Lang nego-

tiated with Mr. Morton for the employment of

Hanna and Morton to conduct said contemplated

litigation.

Four different bases of compensation were sug-

gested by Mr. Lang, and the basis of compensation

set [5] forth in the contract, a copy of which is

annexed hereto and marked "Exhibit B" was select-

ed and accepted by Hanna and Morton.

The contract provides for the immediate pay-

ment of $30,000. The actual amount to be paid was

$27,500. The figure of $30,000 was inserted at the

suggestion of Mr. Lang so as to include and evi-

dence the payment of the $2,500 previously paid;

but said amount of $2,500 at that time had been

entirely earned and paid on August 14, 1932, and

represented compensation for an employment sep-

arate and distinct from work to be done under the

terms of the contract.

D. The sum of $27,500 was paid to Hanna and

Morton on October 15, 1932, upon the execution of

the contract.

E. It was known to all parties at that time
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(October 15, 1932) that there would be large and

substantial costs incurred in connection with the

litigation to be prosecuted; and under the terms

of the contract, Hanna and Morton assumed the

absolute and unconditional obligation to defray

the expense of such costs. .,, ._-r

By executing the contract and receiving the sum
of $27,500 they also assunier the fiduciary obliga-

tion to apply as much of the said sum of $27,500

as might be required, or all of it if all were required,

to the payment of such expenses and costs. [6]

F. At the time of the receipt of said sum of $27,-

500 it was not contemplated by the parties that said

sum or an}^ part of it would constitute a fee or iii-

come to Hanna and Morton except and until all

of the expense and costs of such litigation had been

paid.

G. The fee for the professional services to be

rendered in the litigation was contingent upon suc-

cess and was to be determined by calculating a per-

centage of the recovery as set forth in the contract.

H. Consistent with the method of accounting-

used by Hanna and Morton, the cash payment of

$27,500 was treated in the books of said partner-

ship as a trust fund against which the direct ex-

penses and costs of the litigation was charged. There

was also transferred from said trust fund to the

partners or to the general account of the ])artner-

ship the sum of $5,500, as follows

:
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October 15, 1932 $2,000.00

October 31, 1932 1,500.00

May 1, 1933 1,000.00

October 31, 1936 1,000.00

Total $5,500.00

These amounts were transferred to partially com-

pensate the partnership for expenses in connection

with said employment, including salaries of lawyers

employed by the partnership, stenographic help,

stationery, etc. incident [7] to the work of said em-

ployment and which expenses were paid out of the

general funds of the partnership and not charged

directly against said trust fund.

1. Consistent with the foregoing the petitioner,

in each of the calendar years noted in the preced-

ing paragraph, returned as income the amount re-

ceived by her by reason of her community inter-

est in the amount transferred to the General Ac-

count of the partnership during each such calendar

year respectively, as hereinbefore set forth.

Aside from such amounts, petitioner did not in-

clude in her income tax returns for the calendar

year 1932 or for any year subsequent thereto until

1940, any other portion of said sum of $27,500, but

at all times treated and regarded the said sum, ex-

cepting the portions thereof transferred to the Gen-

eral Account of the partnership, as aforesaid, ns

trust funds which did not constitute income to peti-

tioner.

J. In 1941 petitioner filed an income tax return

reporting as income petitioner's community share
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in said fee upon tlie basis ]:)rovi(lod in section 107

of the Internal Revenue Code.

The Notice of Deficiency disallows this method

of returning the said commiinit}^ income of petition-

er resulting from said fee, and upon that basis adds

to the connnunity income of petitioner for the year

1940 the sum [8] of $28,821.93 upon which the de-

ficiency for said year is calculated.

It is the addition of this amount of income to pe-

titioner for the calendar year 1940, and tlie rejec-

tion of the application of section 107 of tlie Internal

Revenue Code, w^hich petitioner alleges to be er-

roneous.

K. The litigation was successfully concluded in

1940, and the contingent fee collected. At that time

the unexpended balance in the trust fund amounted

to $7,769.55. This was considered as income earned

in that year and was transferred to the general

funds of the partnership and added to the contin-

gent fee.

L. The Notice of Deficiency is based upon the

assumption that the cash payment of $27,500 in

1932 was part of the total fee, and that as a result,

an amount in excess of five per cent of the total fee

was thus received.

The notice, however, ignores the fact that upon

that theory the $27,500 should have been returned

as income in 1932, and would be assessable as in-

come in 1932. This is a necessary conse(iuence of

the application of the theory upon whicli the No-

tice of Deficiency is based.
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M. The undersigned alleges that the payment of

$27,500 received in 1932 was accepted subject to an

unconditional obligation to pay and defray the ex-

penses of said litigation in an indeterminable

amount but nevertheless in [9] an amount which it

was then known would be very substantial. No part

of said $27,500 could be treated as income or profit

until the complete performance of the obligations

of the contract, and therefore the portions thereof,

if any, returnable as income, could only be deter-

mined at such time.

N. Petitioner alleges that petitioner's part of

the income under this contract was received as fol-

lows:

1932 Payment $ 27,500.00

Litigation Costs during period

1932 and 1940 $ 14,230.45

Portion taken into Partnership income

in 1932, 1933 and 1936 $ 5,500.00 $ 19,730.45

Determined by Events as Fee in 1940 $ 7,769.55

Contingent Fee (1940) $114,018.19

Paid to Other Lawyers 6,500.00 107,518.19

Total Fee—1940 $115,287.74

Petitioner further alleges that the application of

section 107 of the Internal Revenue Code is per-

missible; and if said section is applied, there is no

deficiency for the calendar year 1940.

O. Petitioner further alleges that if said section

107 of the Internal Revenue Code is not applicable,

then the amount of $27,500 should be assessed as
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income received hy tlie partnersliij) in 19;J2 and de-

ducted from the total incoMie received by the part-

nership in 1940; and that the additional tax as-

sessed to [10] Petitioner in the Notice ofDeficiency

should be accordingly reduced.

Whereupon, the Petitioner prays that this Honor-

able Court may hear the proceeding and:

(1) Determine that no deficiency exists for the

calendar year 1940; or

(2) If it be determined that section 107 of the

Internal Revenue Code is not applicable to the fee

above referred to, then that the item of $27,500

received in 1932 shall be treated as partnership

income for that year; and that petitionei* shall be

assessed on her participation in said sum for that

year, and that the amount so determined to have

been received in 1932 shall be deducted from the

amount of said fee charged to petitioner as having

been received in 1940, and the deficiency reduced

accordingly.

DAISY MAY HANNA
Petitioner.

BYRON C. HANNA
Attorney for Petitioner. [11]
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EXHIBIT A

Treasury Department

Internal Revenue Service

Twelfth Floor, U. S. Post Office and Courthouse

Los Angeles, Calif.

Nov. 17, 1942

Office of

Internal Revenue Agent in Charge

Los Angeles Division

LA:IT:90D:PB

Mrs. Daisy May Hanna,

1126 Pacific Mutual Buiding,

Los Angeles, California

Madam

:

You are advised that the determination of your

income tax liability for the taxable years ended

December 31, 1939 and December 31, 1940 discloses

a deficiency of $3,484.95 as shown in the statement

attached.

In accordance with the pro^dsions of existing in-

ternal revenue laws, notice is hereby given of the

deficiency mentioned.

Within 90 days (not counting Sunday or a legal

holiday in the District of Columbia as the 90th day)

from the date of the mailing of this letter, you may
file a petition with the The Tax Court of the United

States for a redetermination of the deficiency.

Should you not desire to file a petition, you are

requested to execute the enclosed form and forward

it to the Internal Revenue Agent in Charge, Los

Angeles, California, for the attention of LA:Conf.
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The signing- and filing of this form will (expedite

the closing of yonr returns by permitting an early

assessment of the deficiency, and will prevent the

accumulation of interest, since the interest period

terminates 30 days after filing the form, or on the

date assessment is made, whichever is earlier.

Respectfidly,

GUY T. HELVERING,
Commissioner,

By GEORGE D. MARTIN (Signed)

Internal Revenue Agent in

Charge.

Enclosures

:

Statement.

Form of waiver. [12]

Statement

LA:IT:90D:PB
Mrs. Daisy May Hanna,

1126 Pacific Mutual Building,

Los Angeles, California.

Tax Liability for the Taxable Years Ended

December 31, 1939 and 1940

Income Tax

Year Tiiability Assessed Deficiency

1939 $ 533.02 $ 524.33 $ 8.69

1940 8,582.74 5,106.48 3,476.26

Total $9,115.76 $5,630.81 $3,484.95

If you do not acquiesce in all of the adjustments

making up the deficiency indicated, but desire to
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stop the accumulation of interest on that part of

the deficiency resulting from adjustments to which

you agree, please fill out the enclosed form of

waiver, inserting therein the amount of the de-

ficiency you desire to have assessed at once. The

execution of the form for the agreed portion of the

deficiency will not deprive you of your right to

petition The Tax Court of the United States for

a redetermination of the deficiency.

A copy of this letter and statement has been

mailed to your representative, Mr. Edgar P. Lyons,

639 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, California,

in accordance with the authority contained in the

power of attorney executed by you.

Adjustment To Net Income

Taxable Year Ended December 31, 1939

Net income as disclosed by return $9,816.09

Additional income:

Partnership income 90.56

Net income adjusted $9,906.65

[]3]

Statement.

Explanation Of Adjustment

Your share of the net income from the partner-

ship of Hanna and Morton has been increased in

the amount of $90.56.
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Computation Of Tax

Taxable Year Ended December 31, 1939

Net income adjusted $9,906.65

Less: Personal exem[)tion $780.15

Credit for dependent 400.00 1,180.15

Balance (surtax net income) $8,726.50

Less: Earned income credit (10% of $9,906.65) 990.67

Net income subject to normal tax $7,735.83

Normal tax at 4% on $7,735.83 $309.43

Surtax on $8,726.50 223.59

Total income tax $ 533.02

Correct income tax liability $ 533.02

Income tax assessed

:

Original, account No. 251650 524.33

Deficiency of income tax $ 8.69

[14]

Statement.

Adjustment To Net Income

Taxable Year Ended December 31, 1940

Net income as disclosed by return $ 7,389.42

Additional income:

Partnership income 28,821.93

Net income adjusted $36,211.35

Explanation Of Adjustment

Your share of the net income from the partner-

ship of Hanna and Morton has been increased in

the amount of $28,821.93. Said f)artnership in-

come is not entitled to be taxed under the pi'ovi-

sions of section 107 of the Internal Revenue Code.
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Compiiration Of Alternative Tax

Taxable Year Ended December 31, 1940

Net income adjusted $36,211.35

Plus: Net long-term capital loss 2,040.01

Ordinary net income $38,251.36

Less: Personal exemption 979.74

Balance (surtax net income) $37,271.62

Less : Earned income credit 1,400.00

Net income subject to normal tax $35,871.62

Normal tax at 4% on $35,871.62 $1,434.86

Surtax on $37,271.62 6979.63

Partial tax $ 8,414.49

Minus: 30% of $2,040.01 net long-term capital loss 612.00

Alternative tax $ 7,802.49

[15]

Computation Of Tax

Taxable Year Ended December 31, 1940

Net income adjusted $36,211.35

Less: Personal exemption 979.74

Balance (surtax net income) $35,231.61

Less: Earned income credit 1,400.00

Net income subject to normal tax $33,831.61

Normal tax at 4% on $33,831.61 $1,353.26

Surtax on $35,231.61 6,306.43

Total normal tax and surtax $ 7,659.69

Alternative tax $ 7,802.49

Defense tax (10% of $7,802.49) 780.25

Total income tax $ 8,582.74

Correct income tax liability $ 8,582.74

Income tax assessed

:

Original, account No. 203130 5,106.48

Deficiency of income tax $ 3,476.26

[16]
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EXHIBIT B

EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT

This Agreement Of Employment made l)etvveen

the undersigned persons, hereafter refeired to as

the '^clients", and Byron Hanna and Harold Mor-

ton, co-partners, practicing law under the name of

Hanna and Morton, hereafter referred to as the
'

' attorneys
'

', Witnesseth

;

Whereas, the clients desire to have the attorneys

file the necessary suit (or suits) on behalf of the

clients as plaintiffs for an accounting and damages,

or other relief, arising out of the sale in 1915 and

1917 of certain parts of Section 24, Township 26

South, Range 20 East, M. D. B. & M., Kern County,

California, against the Anglo & London-Paris Na-

tional Bank, Herbert Fleishhacker, California Star

Oil Company, Security Oil Company, and others,

as defendants; and

Whereas, the clients and the attorneys desire to

enter into an agreement respecting the fees and

costs and expenses of such litigation

;

Now, Therefore, it is agreed as follows

:

Fees And Costs.

The clients will pay to the attorneys the sum of

Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000.00) and a con-

tingent fee based on the amount of all sums or

things of value recovered as a result of such suit

(or suits) of 15% of the first million [17] dollars

recovered and 10% of all sums in excess of one mil-

lion dollars, payable only when and as received by

the clients and in the same money or things of
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value as are received by the clients. Of said $30,-

000.00 the attorneys have heretofore been paid

$2,500.00, and the balance of $27,500.00 will be paid

forthwith upon the execution of this agreement.

The said attorneys agree that in consideration

thereof they will bear and pay all expenses and

costs of such suit or suits, including all appeals,

and hold the clients harmless by reason thereof.

The said attorneys are authorized to do all things

appearing to them to be necessary and proper in

protecting the rights of the clients with respect to

said suit (or suits) and they agree to diligently

prosecute the same to their best ability.

Settlement.

Should a settlement of such controversies with

the defendants be proposed or considered at any

time, the question of whether such settlement should

be made will be decided by a majority vote of the

several clients and the attorneys, in which vote the

attorneys shall have a 15% vote and the clients an

85% vote, the 85% being divided among the [18]

clients in accordance with their respective interests

in the controversies.

Provided further, that if any settlement be

agreed upon, the attorneys shall receive a conting-

ent fee of one-half of the amounts heretofore speci-

fied, that is to say, they will receiver 7%% of the

first million dollars recovered, and 5% thereafter.

1911 Sale.

The attorneys agree that in the prosecution and

investigation of the 1915 and 1917 sales referred to,
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they will endeavor to gather information as to the

facts of a sale in 1911 made by the said Anglo &
London-Paris National Bank of property in which

the clients were interested. All such information

will be placed at the disposal of the clients.

If it appears to the attorneys that a cause of ac-

tion exists arising out of such 1911 sale, they will

forthwith so advise the clients and will prepare the

necessary complaint and prosecute a suit for relief

by reason of such 1911 sale without further cash

payment, upon an entirely contingent fee basis

equal to that hereinbefore provided as to such 1915

and 1917 sales.

One or more du})licates of this agreement may
be [19] signed. This contract effective only after

signature of attorneys at Los Angeles, California.

[20]

State of of California,

County of Los Angeles—ss.

Daisy May Hamia, being duly sworn, says that

she is the petitioner above named ; that she has read

the foregoing petition, or had the same read to her,

and is familiar with the statements contained

therein, and that the statements contained therein

are true except those stated to be upon informa-

tion and belief, and that those she believes to be

true.

DAISY MAY HANNA
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day

of February, 1943.

[Seal] ELSIE H. MACDONELL
Notary Public in and for the County of Los

Angeles, State of California

[Endorsed] : Filed T. C. U. S. Feb. 10, 1943. [21]

[Title of Tax Court and Cause]

ANSWER

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, by his

attorney, J. P. Wenchel, Chief Counsel, Bureau of

Internal Revenue, for answer to the petition of the

above-named taxpayer, admits and denies as fol-

lows:

(1) and (2). Admits the allegations contained

in paragraphs (1) and (2) of the petition.

(3). Admits the allegations contained in para-

graph (3) regarding the deficiencies asserted for

the years 1939 and 1940, and understands that no

question is now raised in this case regarding the

year 1939.

(4). Denies the allegations of error contained in

subparagraphs (a) and (b) of paragraph (4) of the

petition.

(5). Denies the allegations of fact contained in

subparagraph A. to O., inclusive, of paragraph (5)

of the petition, except that the respondent admits

the facts stated in the second [22] unnumbered
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paragraph of subparagraph J. of paragra])h (5)

of the petition.

(6). Denies each and every allegation contained

in the petition not hereinbefore specifically admit-

ted or denied.

Wherefore it is prayed that the determination

of the Commissioner be approved.

(Signed) J. P. WENCHEL, ACB
Chief Counsel, Bureau of

Internal Revenue.

Of Counsel:

ALVA C. BAIRD,
Division Counsel.

EARL C. CROUTER,
Special Attorney, Bureau of

Internal Revenue.

ECC/fat 4/3/43

[Endorsed] : Filed T. C. U. S. April 8, 1943.

[23]
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The Tax Court of the United States

Docket Nos. 739. 740

BYRON C. HANNA,
Petitioner,

V.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Respondent.

DAISY MAY HANNA,
Petitioner,

V.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Respondent.

A. Calder Mackay, Esq., and Adam Y. Bennion,

Esq., for the petitioners.

Earl C. Crouter, Esq., for the respondent.

MEMORANDUM FINDINGS OF FACT AND
OPINION.

Hill, Judge: The Commissioner determined de-

ficiencies of $4,134.55 and $3,476.26 in the income

taxes of Byron C. Haima and Daisy May Hanna,

respectively, for the calendar year 1940. The sole

question presented for our determination is whether

respondent erred in denying application of section

107 of the Internal Revenue Code.
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FINDINGS OF FACT.

Byron C. Hanna and Daisy May Hanna, the

petitioners, were husband and wife, residents of

California during 1940 and all other times herein

mentioned. They filed individual income tax re-

turns for that year on the community pro^ierty basis

with the collector of internal revenue for the [24]

sixth collection district of California. During the

taxable year and all other years herein mentioned

Byron C. Hanna and Harold G. Morton were law

partners known by the firm name of Hanna and

Morton.

In July 1932 Etienne Lang, as agent for the

members of a Lazard family of France, consulted

Hanna and Morton with reference to claims against

the Anglo-California National Bank of San Fran-

cisco, Herbert Fleishhacker, its president, and

others. These claims arose out of certain acts of

the Bank and Fleishhacker as agents of the Lazards

in the sale some 17 years earlier of lands in Cali-

fornia belonging to the Lazards. At that time Lang

employed Hanna and Morton to render an o])inion

on the validity of the claims and to draft a specimen

form of complaint. Lang paid Hanna and Morton

$2,500 for these services. There was no obligation

on the ])art of Lang or the Lazards to employ

Hanna and Morton foi- further services and n(>

obligation on the part of Hanna and Morton to

accept such employment.

In October 1932, after consulting with other

lawyers, Lang employed Hanna and Morton to f)ro-

ceed with the case. Lang and Morton agreed that
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$27,500 would be advanced to Hanna and Morton

to cover costs and expenses, with the understanding

that if any balance should remain at the conclusion

of the employment, it would belong to Hanna and

Morton. It was understood that Hanna and Morton

received these funds for such purposes only and

the accounts of Hanna and Morton dealing with

the funds were frequently inspected by Lang. The

books of Hanna and Morton designated the fund

as a "Trust Account." The $27,500 was paid over

on October 15, 1932, and the receipt given for it

read "Lazard Matter, On Account, Trust Acct."

It was further agreed that Hanna and Morton

would be responsible for any [25] expenses beyond

the $27,500. In addition to any balance remaining

of the $27,500 their fee was to be 15 per cent of the

recovery.

For some time $20,000 of the fund was left on

deposit in the firm's name in two savings banks.

Lang knew and approved of this. The funds were

never kept in a separately designated trust account.

Lang knew of this and acquiesced in it.

A total of $1,168.86 in interest accrued on the

savings accounts. During the years 1934 to 193G

Hanna and Morton withdrew this interest for their

owm unrestricted use having been told by Lang that

they could keep it. They were to return it if it

ever became necessary to complete the payment of

expenses, their obligation in any event being to

meet all expenses over the $27,500. The interest so

received was currently reported as income by Hanna
and Morton. This interest was a fee for services
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when it was so withdrawn by Hanna and Morton.

Lanu- agreed to the withdrawal of >{^2,()00 by

Hanna and Morton as fees at tlie time the $27,500

was first paid over in October 1932. Later in the

same month an additional $1,500 was witlidrawn as

a fee ^^ith Lang's approvah A further fee witli-

drawal of $1,000 was made on Ma\' 1, 1933, witli

Lang's permission and again on October 31, 1936,

Lang gave Moi-ton his consent for the firm to with-

draw $1,000. Each of these fees was paid subject

to the nnderstanding that Hanna and Morton were

to make np any deficits for expenses ])eyond the

original amount ])aid to them for that purpose.

They included these fees as compensation in their

income tax returns in the years received.[26]

Hanna and Morton successfully tried the ease for

the Lazards and on January 19, 1940, the Bank

paid $746,354.95 in satisfaction of the judgment.

From this amount Hanna and Morton received

on that day $114,018.19, consisting of the contingent

fee in the amount of $111,588.84 and $2,429.35 reim-

busement of costs expended from the $27,500 fund.

At that time, exclusive of the reimbursement for

costs, there was a balance of $7,769.55 of tbe original

$27,500 which Hanna and Morton also received pur-

suant to the arrangement pre\iously made. Thus,

Hanna and Morton received fees of $1,168.86 and

$5,500 prior to completition of the services in 1940

and $121,787.74 on completition of these sei-vices

in 1940.

Viewing the original payment of $2,5(X) as being

for a separate and distinct employment, addition
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of these figures indicates that a total fee of $128,-

456.60 was received by Hanna and Morton on this

case. Of this amount, $121,787.74, or 94.8 per cent,

was paid on the completion of the services.

OPINION.

The sole issue is whether petitioners are entitled

to have their share of a fee for legal services re-

ceived in 1940 taxed under the provisions of section

107 of the Internal Revenue Code.^ In order for

the section to apply "not less than 95 per centum"

of the compensation must be paid only on com-

pletion of the services. The Regulations provide

that ''Section 107 is applicable only where at least

95 per cent of the total compensation for such

services is paid on or after their completition.

"

1. Section 107, Internal Revenue Code, added by
section 220 of the Revenue Act of 1939

:

Sec. 107. Compensation for Services Rendered
for a Period of Five Years or More.
In the case of compensation (a) received, for

personal services rendered by an individual in his

individual capacity, or as a member of a partner-

ship, and covering a period of five calendar years
or more from the beginning to the completion of

such services, (b) paid (or not less than 95 per
centum of which is paid) only on completion of

such services, [27] and (c) required to be included
in gross income of such individual for any taxable

year beginning after December 31, 1938, the tax

attributable to such compensation shall not be
greater than the aggregate of the taxes attributable

to such compensation had it been received in equal
portions in each of the years included in such
period. [28]
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Treasury Regulations 103, Sec. 19,107-1.

On the (•()ni])]eti()n of tlieir services for i]w

Lazards in 1940 Haniia and Morton received a final

fee of $121,787.74. During- the years 1932 throu^^h

1936 they received a total of $6,668.86 in fees on

the same case. The fact that Hanna and Morton

were under the contingent liability of rtieeting any

expenses after the exhaustion of the $27,500 fund

paid to them by Lang for expenses did not prevent

the payments to them of $5,500 from the })i'inci|)al

of the fund and $1,168.86 interest on the fund from

being fees and income in the years in which

received. Cf. Noi'th American Oil Consolidated v.

Burnet, 286 U. S. 417 ; Blum v. Helvering, 74 Fed.

(2d) 482, cert, denied 295 U. S. 732; Highland Milk

Condensing Co. v. Phillip, 34 Fed. (2d) 777, cert,

denied 280 U. S. 608.

Since the $121,787.74 received on completion of

the services is 94.8 per cent of $128,456.60, the

entire compensation, the petitioners fail to meet

the explicit requirements of section 107.

Enter: Jan. 15, 1945.

Decisions will be entered for the respondent. [29]
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The Tax Court of the United States

Washington

Docket No. 740

DAISY MAY HANNA,
Petitioner,

V.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Respondent.

DECISION

Pursuant to the determination of the Court, as

set forth in its Memorandum Findings of Fact and

Opinion entered January 15, 1945, it is

Ordered and Decided: That there is a deficiency

in income tax for the calendar year 1940 in the

amount of $3,476.26.

/s/ SAMUEL B. HILL,

Judge.

Entered Jan. 15, 1945.

Copies Served on Both Parties. [30]
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United States Circuit Court of A))peals

for tlie Niiitli Circuit

No. 740

DAISY MAY HANNA,
Petitioner,

V.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Respondent.

PETITION FOR REVIEW OF DECISION OF
THE TAX COURT OF THE I'NITED
STATES

To the Honorable Judges of the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit

:

Comes now Daisy May Hanna, petitioner

herein, and respectfully shows:

I.

NATURE OF THE CONTROVERSY

The Respondent determined a deficiency in th(i

income tax against the Petitioner for the calendar

year 1940 in the amount of $3,476.26.

This deficiency arose from the denial of the

application of Section 107 of the Internal Revenue

Code to petitioners' community interest in a fee

received in the calendar year 1940 by the firm of

Hanna and Morton, lawyers, of which firm the peti-

tioner's husband, Byron C. Hanna, is a partner.

In a companion proceeding the Commissioner

also [31] determined a deficiency of $4,134.55 in

the income tax of Byron C. Hanna, husband of peti-
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tioner, for the calendar year 1940, arising from the

denial to said Byron C. Hanna of the application

of Section 107 of the Internal Revenue Code in his

return of his community interest in the said fee

received during the calendar year 1940.

Petitioner and her said husband, Byron C.

Hanna, each filed an appeal to The Tax Court of

the United States, which appeals were upon the

trial thereof consolidated for trial and opinion.

Thereafter, on January 15, 1945, The Tax Court

of the United States rendered its decision in favor

of the respondent, and a copy of said decision is

attached to this petition. Said decision describes

in detail the controversy involved, which briefly, is

as foUow^s:

In October, 1932 Harold C. Morton and Byron

C. Hanna were each attorneys at law^, admitted to

practice as such in all courts of the State of Cali-

fornia and in the United States District Courts

in the State of California and in the Circuit Court

of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, and were engaged

in the practice of law^ in the City of Los Angeles,

under the firm name and style of Hanna and

Morton.

In October, 1932 Hanna and Morton were em-

ployed to prosecute a certain action against the

Anglo-California National Bank of San Francisco

and Herbert Fleishhacker. [32] At that time they

received $27,500 in trust to be utilized for expenses

in said litigation. The litigation was instituted and

continued until 1940, during which year it was suc-

cessfullv concluded.
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Diirino' the period of the •[)endency of tlie litit^^a-

tioii Haiiiia and Morton were also enii)l(>y('(l })y the

same elients to prosecute other actions and h',^al

l)roceedings separate and distinct froni tlie specific

employment above referi'ed to.

Durine; the period of the pendency of the specific

litigation above i-eferred to, Hanna and Morton

v^ere permitted by their clients to withdraw from

the trust funds various amounts thereof, a.s^grc^-

gating $5,500. Said withdrawals were made with

the undei'standing and upon the agreement that

Hanna and Morton would reimburse the trust fund

for the amount thereof if required for the payment

of costs.

During said period interest accrued in the total

amount of $1,168.86 on the deposit of said trust

funds in savings accounts, and Hanna and Morton

were permitted by their clients to withdraw this

amount with the undei*standing and u})on the prom-

is that it would be returned if necessaiy for the

payment of expenses.
. : ^

Upon the conclusion of the litigation Hanna and

Morton received a fee of $121,787.74 for their ser-

vices under said specific employment, phis release

of the obligation to return the interest withdrawn

as aforesaid and to reimburse the trust fund foi-

the amounts withdrawn as aforesaid, making [33]

a total of $128,456.60.

The Tax Court of the United States decided that

the total fee received by Hanna and Morton in said

employment was the latter amount, and that of this

amount only $121,787.74, or 94.8 per cent, was paid
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on the completion of the services. There was thus

decided to be a deficit of one-fifth of one per cent

(1/5 of 1%) of the amount necessary to be received

upon the completion of the services to entitle peti-

tioner to the benefit of the provisions of Section 107

of the Internal Revenue Code.

Petitioner contends that The Tax Court erred in

the following particulars

:

(a) in finding as a fact or deciding as a matter

of law that the withdrawals aforesaid from the

trust funds, amounting to $5,500, constituted pay-

ment of a part of the fee for the services rendered

in the employment in question to Hanna and Morton

when and as received by Hanna and Morton

;

(b) in finding as a fact or deciding as a matter of

law that the withdrawal of accrued interest on the

trust fund, as aforesaid, amounting to $1,168.86,

constituted payment of a part of the fee for the

services rendered in the employment in question

to Hanna and Morton when and as received by

Hanna and Morton; and

(c) in determining that less than 95% of the

fee of Hanna and Morton for services under the

employment [34] above-mentioned was received in

the calendar year 1940.

II.

THE COURT IN WHICH REVIEW IS

SOUGHT

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit is the Court in which review of
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said decision of Tlie Tax Court of tlie United

States is son.s^ht j)iirsiiant to the provisions of Se<'-

tion 1141 of the Internal Revenue Code.

III.

VENUE

The decision of the United States Tax Court

herein was rendered on January 15, 1945. For more

than thirt}-^ years last past immediately precedinu-,

l)etitioner has resided in the County of Los Angeles,

State of California. She filed hei' Federal Income

Tax returns for the calender year 1940, and also

for all other calendar yeai's since 1916 or thei'e-

ahouts, with the United States Collector of Internal

Revenue for the Sixth Collection District of Cali-

fornia, whose office is located at Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia and wuthin the Ninth Judicial Circuit of the

United States.

The parties hereto have not stijmlated that said

decision may he reviewed by any Court of Appeals

other than the one herein designated. [35]

Wherefore, the Petitioner prays that the decision

of The Tax Court of the United States herein he

reviewed by the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit : that a transcript of

the record be prepared in accordance with the law

and rules of said Court and transmitted to the Clerk

of said Court for filing; and that appropriate action

be taken to the end that the errors complained of

may be reviewed and corrected by said Court.
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Dated: April 7, 1945.

A. CALDER MACKAY
ADAM Y. BENNION

Attorneys for Petitioner.

[Endorsed]: Filed T. C. U. S. April 12, 1945.

[36]

The Tax Court of the United States

Docket Nos. 739, 740.

BYRON G. HANNA,
Petitioner,

V.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Respondent.

DAISY MAY HANNA,
Petitioner,

V.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Respondent.

A. Calder Mackay, Esq., and Adam Y. Bennion,

Esq., for the petitioners. Earl C. Crouter, Esq.,

for the respondent.

MEMORANDUM FINDINGS OF FACT AND
OPINION

Hill, Judge: The Commissioner determined de-

ficiencies of $4,134.55 and $3,476.26 in the income
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taxes of Byn^ii ('. Haiiiia and Daisy May Hanna,

respectively, for the calendar year 1940. The sole

question presented for our detei-niination is wlietlicr

respondent erred in denying- application o^ sci-tion

107 of the Internal Revenue Code.

FINDINGS OF FACT.

Byron C. Hanna and Dais}^ May Hanna, the peti-

tioners, were husband and wife, residents of Cali-

fornia during 1940 and all other times herein men-

tioned. They filed individual income tax returns

for that year on the community property basis

with the collector of internal revenue for the sixtli

collection district of California. During the taxable

year and all other years herein mentioned Dyron

C. Hanna and Harold C. Morton [37] were law

partners known by the firm name of Hanna and

Morton.

In July 1932 Etienne Lang, as agent for ihv

members of a I^azard family of France, consultc^d

Hanna and Morton with reference to claims against

the Anglo-California National Bank of San Fran-

cisco, Herbert Fleishhacker, its president, and

others. These claims arose out of certain acts of

the Bank and Fleishhacker as agents of the Lazards

in the sale some 17 years earliei- of lands in Cali-

fornia belonging to the Lazards. At that time Lang-

employed Hanna and Morton to render an opiiiion

on the validity of the claims and to draft a specimen

form of complaint. Lang paid Hanna and Morton
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$2,500 for these services. There was no obligation

on the part of Lang or the Lazards to employ

Hanna and Morton for further services and no

obligation on the part of Hanna and Morton to

accept such employment.

In October 1932, after consulting with other

lawyers, Lang employed Hanna and Morton to pro-

ceed with the case. Lang and Morton agreed that

$27,500 would be advanced to Hanna and Morton

to cover costs and expenses, with the understanding

that if any balance should remain at the conclusion

of the employment, it would belong to Hanna and

Morton. It was understood that Hamia and Morton

received these funds for such purposes only and

the accounts of Hanna and Morton dealing with

the funds were frequently inspected by Lang. The

books of Hanna and Morton designated the fund as

a "Trust Account." The $27,500 was paid over on

October 15, 1932, and the receipt given [38] for it

read "Lazard Matter, on Account, Trust Acct." It

was further agreed that Hanna and Morton would

be responsible for any ex"penses beyond the $27,500.

In addition to any balance remaining of the $27,500

their fee was to be 15 per cent of the recovery.

For some time $20,000 of the fund was left on

deposit in the firm's name in two savings banks.

Lang knew and approved of this. The funds were

never kept in a separately designated trust account.

Lang knew of this and acquiesced in it.

A total of $1,168.86 in interest accrued on the

savings accounts. During the years 1934 to 1936

Hanna and Morton withdrew this interest for their
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own unrestricted use having been tol dby Lang that

they couUl keej) it. They were to return it if it

ever became necessary to com|)lete tlie payiiient of

ex])envses, theii* obligation in any event being to

meet all ex|)enses over the $27,500. The interest

so received was currently reported as income by

Hanna and Morton. This interest was a fee for

services when it was so withdrawn by Hanna and

Morton.

Lang agreed to the withdrawal of $2,000 by

Hanna and Morton as fees at the time the $27,500

was first paid over in October 1932. Tiater in the

same month an additional $1,500 was withdrawn as

a fee with Lang's approval. A further fee with-

drawal of $1,000 was made on May 1, 1933, with

Langs' permission and again on October 31, 193b,

Lang gave Morton his consent for the firm to with-

draw $1,000. Each of these fees were paid subject

to the understanding that Hanan and Morton were

to make up any [39] deficits for expenses beyond

the original amount paid to them for that puri)()se.

They included these fees as compensation in their

income tax returns in the years received.

Hanna and Morton successfully tried the case for

the Lazards and on January 19, 1940 the Bank paid

$746,354.95 in satisfaction of the judgment. From

this amount Hanna and Morton received on that

day $114,018.19, consisting of the contingent fee in

the amount of $111,588.84 and $2,429.35 rcMmburse-

ment of costs ex])endefl from the $27,500 fund. At

that time, exclusive of the reimbursement for costs,

there was a balance of $7,769.55 of the original
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$27,500 whicli Hanna and Morton also received pur-

suant to the arrangements previously made. Thus,

Hanan and Morton received fees of $1,168.86 and

$5,500 prior to completion of the services in 1940

and $121,787.74 on completion of those services in

1940.

Viewing the original payemnt of $2,500 as being

for a separate and distinct employment, addition of

these figures indicates that a total fee of $128,456.60

was received by Hanna and Morton on this case.

Of this amount, $121,787.74, or 94.8 per cent, was

paid on the completion of the services.

OPINION

The sole issue is whether petitioners are entitled

to have their share of a fee for legal services re-

ceived in 1940 taxed under the provisions of section

107 of the Internal Revenue [40] Code.^ In order

1. Section 107, Internal Revenue Code, added
by section 220 of the Revenue Act of 1939;

Sec. 107. Compensation for Services Rendered
for a Period of Five Years or More.
In the case of compensation (a) received, for

personal services rendered by an individual in his

individual capacity, or as a member of a partner-
ship, [41] and covering a period of five calendar
years or more from the beginning to the completion
of such services, (b) paid (or not less than 95 per
centum of which is paid) only on completion of

such services, and (c) required to be included in

gross income of such individual for any taxable

year beginning after December 31, 1938, the tax
attributable to such compensation shall not be
greater than the aggregate of the taxes attributable

to such compensation had it been received in equal
portions in each of the years included in such
period.
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for the section to apply ''not less than 9') per

centnni" of the compensation must he paid only

on comi)letion of the services. Tlie Regulations

provide that ^'Section 107 is applicahle only where

at least 95 per cent of the total comi)ensation for

such services is paid on or after their completion.
'^

Treasury Regulations 103, Sec. 19,107-1.

On the completion of their services for the

Lazards in 1940 Hanna and Morton received a tinal

fee of $121,787.74. During? the years 1932 thi-ough

1936 they received a total of $6,668.86 in fees on

the same case. The fact that Hanna and Morton

were under the contingent liability of meeting any

expenses after the exhaustion of the $27,500 fund

paid to them l>y Lang for expenses did not prevent

the payments to them of $5,500 from the principal

of the fund and $1,168.86 interest on the fund from

being fees and income in the years in which re-

ceived. Cf. North American Oil Consolidated v.

Burnet, 286 U. S. 417 ; Blum v. Helvering, 74 Fed.

(2d) 482, cert, denied 295 U. S. 732; Highland Milk

Condensing Co. v. Phillip, 34 Fed. (2d) 777, cert,,

denied 280 T. S. 608.

Since the $121,787.74 received on completion of

the services is 94.8 per cent of $128,456.60, the

entire compensation, the petitioners fail to nieet the

explicit requirements of section 107.

Decisions will be entered for the res])ondent.

Entered Jan. 15, 1945.

[Endorsed]: Filed T. C. U. S. April 12, 1945
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United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit

T. C. No. 740

DAISY MAY HANNA,
Petitioner,

V.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Respondent.

NOTICE OF FILING PETITION
FOR REVIEAV

To John P. Wenchel, Chief Counsel, Bureau of In-

ternal Revenue, Washington, D. C, Attorney

for the Respondent

:

Please Take Notice that on the 12th day of April,

1945, the undersigned filed with the Clerk of the

Tax Court of the United States the petition of

Daisy May Hanna, a copy of which is annexed

hereto, for the re\dew by the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit of the final

order and decision of the Court heretofore rendered

in the above entitled case. Dated this 13th day of

April, 1945.

A. CALDER MACKAY
ADAM Y. BENNION

^'

Attornevs for the Petitioner
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ADMISSION OF SERVICE

Service of a copy of the above notice and a copy

of the petition fov review is hereby accepted this

13th day of April, 1945.

J. P. WENCHEL C. A. R.

Chief Counsel Bureau of In-

terna] Revenue

Attorney for the Respondent.

[Endorsed]: Filed T.C.U.S., April 13, 1945. [43]

The Tax Court of the United States

No. 740

DAISY MAE HANNA,
Petitioner,

V.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REPENUE,
Respondent.

STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE

Following is a statement of evidence in narra-

tive form in the above entitled cause.

This cause came on for hearing before Honor-

able Sam B. Hill, Judge of the Tax Court of the

United States, on April 27 and 28, 1944. Messrs.

A. Calder Mackay, Adam Y. Bennion, and Arthur

McGregor appeared on behalf of Petitioner, and

Earl C. Crouter, Esq. appeared on behalf of the

Respondent.
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Before any witness was called to testify, this

cause was ordered consolidated for trial and opin-

ion with a companion case before The Tax Court

of the United States, entitled, "Byron C. Hanna,

Petitioner, v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Respondent," Number 739.

Whereupon,

HAROLD C. MORTON

was called as a witness by and on behalf [44] of

the Petitioners; and having been first duly sworn,

was examined, and testified as follows:

Direct Examination

My name is Harold C. Morton. I have been for

almost twenty-eight years and am now a prac-

ticing lawyer. Since about June 1932 I have been

a partner of Byron C. Hanna imder the firm name

of Hanna and Morton.

I have been acquainted with Mr. Etienne Lang

since July of 1932. He consulted me at that time

with regard to claims that the members of his fam-

ily, the Lazard family of France, might have against

Herbert Fleishhacker, the Anglo-California Bank

of San Francisco, and certain other persons who

had purchased properties from the Lazard family

in 1915 and 1917.

He consulted me at that time about the validity

of the claim, and specifically employed us to ad-

vise him as to our views, and to draft the kind of

a complaint that would be filed in such case in

order that he might send it to a Mr. LePaulle, an

attorney in France who represented the family.
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Mr. Lane,- was veiy explicit, that his employment

of us at that time was wholly for the i)ur])()se of

giving advice and drafting this complaint, and wc

agreed upon a fee of $2,500 to cover that specifics

.work. We were paid $2,500. Our records will show

the exact date. [45] That particular work was done

and submitted to him; that is, I gave him my opin-

ion as to where they stood in the matter and did

draft a complaint which I delivered to him and

which he took with him.

The office gave him a receipt on the stationery

bearing the name Fredericks, Hanna and Morton.

This was the name of our firm prior to June, 1932.

A photostatic copy of the receipt was identihed

by the witness and admitted in evidence as Petition-

er's Exhibit 1. It reads, so far as material:

*^No. 10786

Los Angeles, California

August 19, 1932.

'^ Received of Lazard matter the sum of

$2,500 on account.

Fredericks, Hanna and Morton

By H.C.M."

I did not see Mr. Lang from the time I delivered

the draft of the complaint to him, which would l)e

sometime in August, until the montli of October.

When I delivered the com])]aint to Mr. Lang he

infoi-med me that no definite decision had been made

whether to file suit or to employ our firm.

He returned in October and said that he Hnally
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had decided to file suit and that in the meantime

he had made investigations of our firm which had

been quite [46] complimentary and he had been au-

thorized by his family to employ us to bring the

suit which had been discussed.

At that time (in October) and after discussions

back and forth of various plans on which we might

handle the emplojinent, I told him we would handle

it for a fee of fifteen percent of the recovery, pro-

vided they would put up the estimated costs and

expenses of the litigation, which I expected and

we discussed would be very heavy in view of the

personalities involved, the ancient history involved,

because we were talking then in 1932 about a trans-

action which had occurred in 1915, and the influence

of the people against whom the proceeding would

be brought.

We discussed that back and forth and finally

agreed upon the figure that thiey would put up of

$27,500. Mr. Lang, who is a very precise little

Frenchman, was quite insistent that the money be

handled in such a manner that it would be used to

defray the expenses, with the understanding that

at the end of the road, if there was anything left

over, it would be ours, which I agreed to.

I explained to him that we received clients'

moneys from time to time for expenses of litigation,

and while we put them in general accounts, we al-

ways carry them on our records as trust funds;

that we would do the same with this amount and

that he would have access to that record at aU times.
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We agreed upon the matter, and at Ins request

thereafter on frequent oeeasions he did liave access

to the records [47] wliicli were thereaftei- main-

tained.

I know it was in the month of ()<'tol)er of that

year that we received the $27,r)00. You have pro-

duced a receipt which is dated October 1."), 19o2

for $27,500, which says, "Lazard matter, on accou.nt,

Trust Account," and I of course from that fixed

the date as October 15th and that we received the

money, so these conversations and negotiations

which I had with Mr. Lang upon liis return and

the time he said they weie going to definitely em-

ploy us were prior to October 15th. T remember

getting the check in San Francisco and I know 1

went to San Francisco with Mr. Lang after we had

orally agreed upon the matter and so on in Octolxr.

A photostatic copy of the receipt for $27,500 was

received in evidence as Petitioner's Exhibit 2. Tliis

exhibit reads, so far as material:

"No. 10797

Los Angeles, Cal.

October 15, 1932.

"Received of Lazard matter the sum of

$27,500.00 on account trust acct.

Fredericks, Hanna and ^lorton

By H.C.M."

Our sj^stem of recoids at the time we are talking

about consisted of when money was received a re-

ceipt being given therefor, such as the previous two
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exhibits [48] you have hereinbefore introduced; a

daily financial report rendered to Mr. Hanna and

to me which would show all moneys on hand and

all trust accounts at that time, and the banks the

moneys were in usually, although sometimes the

bank accounts were lumped together, and a state-

ment of the previous day's receipts and the pre-

vious days expenditures itemized. As far as clients'

cards were concerned we maintained a sort of loose-

leaf card system with the name of the client or the

matter on, on which moneys which came in would

be entered and money which went out which was

chargeable against would be entered.

We also maintained a tmst account. At all times

we wanted to know how much money in the account

was ours and how much was others. You will al-

ways find shown on our daily statements how much

the trusts were and then the net balance showing

what the firm of Hanna and Morton had.

The document you show me is a photostat of

the original of our daily financial report of August

19, 1932, which is one incidentally which says, Re-

ceipt No. 10785, which I believe is the receipt you

marked Exhibit 1 ("H.C.M.") which refers to Har-

old C. Morton, "Received from Lazard matter the

amount of $2,500.00."

A photostatic copy of the daily financial report

of Augsut 19, 1932 was received in evidence as [49]

Petitioner's Exhibit 3. In so far as material, it

shows total funds on hand in the amount of

$2,716.61 ; trust fund, $566.30; net balance, $2,150.31.
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Under tlie title, ''Funds received" it sliows tlie fol-

lowing entry:

"Receipt No. By Whom FYom Whom Trust Amount

10786 II.C.M. Lazard Matter, $2500.00"

Under the title, "Funds expended" the followins^

entries appear:

"Check No. To Whom Charged to Whom Amount

348 H. C. Morton Expense, $1000.00

349 Byron C. Hanna, Expense, 1000.00"

The statement also contains other items under

the title, "Funds expended", the total of all itenLs

under that title heing $2,252.22.

These are photostatic copies of our daily financial

reports for October 14, 15 and 17 of 1932. The

October 14th one is the day before we received the

$27,500 and it shows certain moneys and on that

occasion showed the trust fund amomited to $543.04.

The next one, October 15th, 1932, shows the receipt

by Receipt No. 10,797, which I think was your Ex-

hibit 2 here, "By Harold C. Morton, the Lazard

matter" with the heading, "Trust $27,500.00". The

October 17th one is the one after, undoubtedly the

15th was a Saturday, from the order in which you

have produced tliese, and shows a trust fund at that

time of $26,000.00 and some odd dollars.

These three photostatic copies of the daily [50]

linancial rei)orts were received in evidence as Peti-

tioner's Exhibit Xo. 4. The report of October 14th,

1932 shows total funds on hand, $1,476.25; trust

fund, $543.04; net balance, $933.21. Mlir report

of October 15, 1932 shows total funds on liand in
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the amount of $26,174.05; Trust fund, $26,043.04;

net balance, $131.01. Under the title, ''Funds re-

ceived" the following entry appears:

"Receipt No. By Whom From Whom Trust Amount

10797 H.C.M. Lazard Matter, Trust, $27,500.00"

Under the title, "Funds expended'' the following

entries appear:

"Check No. To Whom Charged to Whom Amount

365 Byran C. Hanna, Lazard Trust, $ 1,000.00

366 Harold C. Morton, Lazard Trust, 1,000.00

640 Bank of America

To Savings Account, Tr 10,000.00

641 Security First Nt.

To Savings Account, Tr 10,000.00

There are other entries of funds expended and the

total funds expended were $22,802.00. The report

of October 17, 1932 shows total funds on hand in

the amount of $26,078.34; Trust Fund, $26,043.04;

net balance, $35.30. Other entries of funds received

and expended are immaterial to the present case.

This is one of our loose-leaf sheets which we carry

for each client or matter. It is headed, "Fredericks

& Hanna" being still an older firm than Fredericks,

Hanna and Morton, but the stationery had been

carried over and used. It is marked "Lazard Mat-

ter" and has the heading "Trust Account". [51]

The first entry is August, on account, the word, "re-

tainer" written in by an apparently different type-

writer, of "$2,500.00" a debit and a credit. Then

balanced out. I might explain the trust account

was not out there until a subsequent date ; when the

matter was set up the $27,500 was set up on the
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card. That was on ()ctol)or lotli, wlien it was re-

ceived. I can ox]>lain tlie tliree items oii tliis ledger

card of $1,000, $1,000, and $1,500.

When we discnssed the $27,500 1 discussed with

Mr. Lang the matter of iMr. Hainia and I each with-

drawing some of tliat money hecanse we would he

expending time and expenses which would not aj)-

pear on the card as such and told him we would

like to draw $5,000. He discussed that with me and

we agreed that instead we Avould at that time each

take $1,000 from this trust account, and in the lat-

ter part of the month we agreed to another $1,500

with the understanding between Mr. Lang and my-

self that were it necessary, of course those moneys

would be restored and we would complete the pay-

ment of all expenses which might be incurred.

The ledger card was received in evidence as Pe-

titioner's Exhibit No. 5. It bears the number 852 A.

The name, "Lazard Matter" and the title, "Trust

Account." Under date of August If), 1932 appears

the entry. "On account, retainer 107<S6" and under

the heading, "Charges" $2,500.00: and under the

heading "Credits" $2,500.00; and midei- the head-

ing, ""Balance" nothing. [52]

Under date of October 15, 1932 there is an entry

entitled "Byron C. Hanna, Tr Retainer 395 $1,000"

inserted under the heading entitled "Charges." A

similar entry for a similar amount immediately fol-

lows with the name "Harold C. Morton" in place

of Byron C. Hanna. The account also contains an

entry on October 15, 1932 reading, "On account
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Trust, 10797" and under the heading "Credits"

$27,500.00. There is also an entry under date of

October 31, 1932 entitled "To Attorneys fees. Trust

Acct," and under the heading "Charges" $1,500.

Ledger Card No. 852 B is the same account at a

subsequent period. Referring to a withdrawal,

"H & M from Lazard, $1,000" dated May 1, 1933,

we drew the following year that amount under like

circumstances as I have described with respect to

the withdrawals in the first month in which we had

the trust fund.

This ledger card was received in evidence as Pe-

titioner's Exhibit 6. It bears the number 852 B, the

name, "Lazard Matter", the designation, "Trust

Account". It contains an entry under date of May
1, 1933 reading "Withdraw. H & M from Lazard,"

and under the column designated "Charges",

"$1,000.00."

Referring to the card headed "Hanna and Mor-

ton" "1328" we finally used up all the old station-

ery. That is just a continuation of that account

only for 1936. Referring to an item dated October

31, 1936 of $1,000.00, that [53] was handled under

like circumstances. Wherever those withdrawals

occurred they were discussed with Mr. Lang, who
represented the Lazard family.

This card was received in evidence as Petitioner's

Exhibit 7. It is numbered 1328 B, bears thp name

"Lazard Trust" and the designation, in parenthesis,

"General a/c—Fleishhacker. " It contains an entry
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under date of October :>1, 19:U), readini;-, ''Trans,

from Trust—fee", and under the lieadini^,

''Charges," "1,000.00."

The card No. 784 which is headed *'Tiust l)ei)a!i-

ment" is the card the bookkeeper keeps to keep

track of how much money we have of all clients in

trust, and you will tind the names of various clients

and amomits in and out, together with a nmning
balance of the trust amounts we hold for clients,

which amounts conform or should conform with the

amount shown on our daily tinancial sheet which

Mr. Hanna and I receive each day. The item of Oc-

tober 15, $27,500, is the same item to which I testi-

fied we agreed to and did put in trust in October

in connection with these Lazard matters.

With reference to the item, "B.O.H. and H.C.M.

Salary, Lazard $2,000", I don't know wliy the word

''salary" would be there, but the $2,000 was the

$2,000 we withdrew^ at that time under the circum-

stances I related a moment ago.

This ledger card was received in evidence as Peti-

tioner's Exhibit No. 8. It bears the number 784 and

the [54] designation, "Trust Department." It con-

tains an entiy under date of October 15, 1932, en-

titled, "Lazard Matter 10953" and in the cohunn

under the designation. "Credits", $27,500. The next

entry is also dated October 15, 1932, and bears the

designation, "B.C.H. and H.C.M. Salary, Lazard

395-6", and in the column under the designation,

"Charges" appears the figure 2,000.00. It also con-

tains an entrv under date of October 31, 1932, read-
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ing, "Chg. Lazard Matter Attys fees" and op-

posite that in the column under the designation,

"Charges", the figures 1500.00.

Card No. 883, entitled "Trust Account" is a con-

tinuation of the same account. The item of May 1,

1933, entitled, "Withdrawal H & M from Lazard,

$1,000.00" is the same item which I identified as

of the same date a few moments ago, withdrawn

after discussion and approval from Mr. Lang.

This ledger card was received in evidence as Pe-

tioner's Exhibit No. 9. It bears the nvmiber 883 and

the designation, "Trust Account." Under the date

May 1, 1933 appears an entry entitled, "With-

drawal H & M from Lazard", and in the column

under the headiilg "Charges" appears the entry of

$1,000.

Referring to Exhibit 8, the item of October 31,

1932 of $1,500 charged Lazard matter attorneys fees

is the item we took at the end of October that I tes-

tified to previously. That is, October of 1932, with

Mr. Lang's [55] approval.

In October 1932 I submitted a contract to Mr.

Lang and he initialled it. He was the agent and had

power of attorney from these various people in

France, but it was desired to have the contract

sent to France and there signed, if possible, by as

many of the parties of interest themselves. So, at

that time a contract was drawn which Mr. Lang

initialled and okayed and then copies of that were

sent to France, and I think many, many months

later we received the one back with various siana-
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tures on it. This docnnicnt is a pliotostat of llic

form of contract wliicli I drew at the time and wliicli

Mr. Lang marked "O.K. Etienne LanK", and !

signed, "Hanna and Morton by Harold Morton.''

This photostatic copy of the emi)loyinent agree-

ment was received in evidence as Petitioner's Ex-

hibit No. 10. An exact copy of Petitioner's Exhibit

No. 10, omitting date and signatures, is attached

to the petition filed herein by Petitioner with The

Tax Court of the United States as Exhibit B. The

provisions of that agreement with reference to the

payment of fees and costs are as follows:

"FEES AND COSTS.

The clients will pay to the attorneys the sum of

Thirty Thousand Dollais ($30,000.00) and a con-

tingent fee based on the amount of all sums [r>6] or

things of value recovered as a result of such suit

(or suits) of 15% of the first million dollars re-

covered and 10% of all sums in excess of one million

dollars, payable only when and as received by the

clients and in the same mone}- or things of value

as are received by the clients. Of said $30,000.00

the attorneys have heretofore been paid $2,500.00,

and the balance of $27,500.00 will be paid forthwith

upon the execution of this agreement.

The said attorneys agree that in consideration

thereof they will bear and pay all exjienses and costs

of such suit or suits, including all appeals, and liold

the clients harmless bv reason thereof.
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The said attorneys are authorized to do all things

appearing to them to be necessary and proper in

protecting the rights of the clients with respect to

said suit (or suits) and they agree to diligently

prosecute the same to their best ability."

The document you now hand me is the one that

came back months later, signed by various mem-

bers of the family themselves.

This document was received in evidence as Peti-

tioner's Exhibit 11. It is identical with Exhibit 10

except as to date and signatures, and except also

that immediately following the provisions of Ex-

hibit 10 above set forth there appears in Exhibit

11 an additional paragraph [57] reading as follows

:

"The said attorneys are hereby empowered

and authorized to take all steps that, in their

opinion, may be deemed proper to enforce the

verdict and judgment that may eventually be

rendered in favor of the clients."

Referring to Exhibit 11 and to the language,

"The clients will pay to the attorneys the sum

of $30,000, etc.", we did not receive $30,000, we re-

ceived $27,500 to put in trust. The $30,000 figure

was included in here at Mr. Lang's request. He
wanted this contract to show how much total he

had paid out up to that time in connection with

the case.

The $2,500 we received had nothing to do with

the present employment on that contract. As T

stated before, it was distinctly understood when we
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were employed in July and were paid the $2,500

in August that there was no ohli^ation on eitliei-

party beyond that time. He was veiy definite.

He said first they might not bring the suit, and

second, they might not employ us as counsel. There

is a particular circumstance in connection with this

whole litigation that makes it simple for me to re-

member that exact situation, that we were not em-

ployed until October to bring a lawsuit.

The $27,500 figure to be put in trust for expenses

[58] was only arrived at after discussion in which

I had outlined verbally to Mr. Lang and discussed

at length the various items of expense that may or

might be incurred in connection with this litigation.

Some of them were the fact that the matters would

require a great deal of expense for investigation

of the values of these properties which had been

sold in 1915 and 1917. The fact that it would be

necessary to canvass old-timers in Kern County oil

operations with a view to ascertaining witnesses.

The fact that it would involve a large expense in

the taking of depositions, undoubtedly a trip .to

Paris to take de2:)ositions of members of the fam-

ily. And that it was litigation, the extent of which

could only be guessed at, that is what I was doing,

was making the best estimate or guess that I could.

The question of the value of the j)roperties at the

time of sale entered into it. This lawsuit involved

a parcel of land situated in Kern County for which

Fleishhacker and the Anglo Bank for years had

been the agents for the people in France for that
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and other properties, having been paid an annual

fee of $3,000 to look after the properties. In 1915

they had sold 110 acres of this property for $300

an acre, in fee. It was our contention that the land

was worth at least $3,000 an acre at that time, and

that that fact was known to the agents of the Lazard

family ; hence the fraudulent conduct. [59] So there

was the matter of going back all these years to

establish the value of the property at that time,

because subsequently, after the sale it proved to

be very valuable oil property, and the necessity, of

course, was to show that it was known to be such

at the time of those sales many years before. I ex-

plained to him that it woud be most difficult to get

people for witnesses because of the power and in-

fluence of Herbert Fleishhacker in this State. In

fact, Mr. Lang told me that he had been informed

in San Francisco by three different sets of counsel

that they would not take this case because it would

be impossible to beat Herbert Fleishhacker in the

courts of California. I assured him that I had con-

fidence in the Federal Courts, and that would be

where we would proceed, but those facts were dis-

cussed as facts which would call for, we believed,

substantial expenditures to prepare the case and try

the case and to fight appeals or to take appeals.

We were employed in October, definitely on it.

The complaint was filed the following January. The

case was tried at the end of 1937. That is, when

the actual trial took place. During all those inter-

vening years there were numerous proceedings in
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Court of the usnal nature wiien you i;et a case that

involves charges of fraud a.e:ainst prominent jxm >])!('

with many lawyers involved, questions of our I'ijj^lit

to take depositions, questions of sufficiency of plead-

ings, [60] the taking of depositions, examination

here and there.

The case was on trial 1 don't remembei* exactly

but my impression is it was six or seven weeks in

the Federal Court in this District here. The de-

cision of the Trial Court was rendered in December

1937, and was rendered from the Bencli by the

Court stopping my final argument and forthwith

rendering a decision and finding the defendants

guilty of fraud.

Appeals were taken in the usual manner, and we

finally got a check in January, 1940. The judgment

at the time in the Ti'ial Court was in round figures,

$650,000. When we got the check interest had in-

creased it to $746,354.94.

Referring to Exhibit 5, which is the card with

No. 852 A at the top of it, and to th(^ item of $2,500

and also referring to Exliibit 8, w^hich I have identi-

fied heretofore as the Trust Control Account, the

item of $2,500 which was received on August 19,

]932, does not appear on Exhibit 8, the Trust Con-

trol Account, for the I'eason tliat that item was

never a trust item.

Referring to Exhibit 5, the $2,500 is the first item

there, on August 19, 1932, but the heading, "Tnist

Account" above, that w^as never put on this nccount
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until October, when we received the $27,500. What
occurred was the bookkeeper used the same ledger

sheet that she had put the $2,500 on, when this

$27,500 was received, and [61] inasmuch as that

was a trust account, she at that time put that head-

ing on that sheet.

On January 19, 1940, at the conclusion of this

litigation, w^e received a free of $121,700 and some

odd dollars, made up of our 15% recovery on the

large check that I identified, plus the fact that at

that time we became the owners of the balance in

the trust account pursuant to my arrangement with

the clients.

Cross-Examination

When this Ijazard matter first came up, in 1932,

Byron C. Hanna and Harold C. Morton were the

members of the firm of Hanna and Morton, and no

one else. Mr. Lang first conferred with me and I

believe I am the only one he ever conferred with

imtil long afterwards he may have had conversa-

tions with Mr. Hanna. I handled the matter in its

entirety as far as the members of the firm were con-

cerned, from beginning to end.

Mr. Lang represented a number of relatives of

his who were residents of France, which we de-

scribe generally as the Lazard family. There was

no one else in this country with whom Mr. Hanna
or I dealt directly. Mr. Lang came to us with pow-

ers of attorney imder which he was acting repre-

senting these members of this family. He had been

sent to this coimtry by the members of the family
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as their agent to investigate this matter in VJ'M. L

[62] believe his powers of attorney, most of them,

were dated then. I have them.

I would say it was approximately one month aftei'

my initial conversations with Mr. Lang that the

first $2,500 was paid. He came to ns in July and

that payment was made in August. Mr. Hanna did

not participate in any of those discussions or do

any work in connection with the investigation up to

the time of i3a>Tnent.

Mr. J^ang came to us with a written opinion from

the firm of Heller, Elirman, White & McAuliffe, of

San Francisco, and handed that opinion to me plus

recitals of facts or possible facts and our discus-

sions went from there and my opinions were given

verbally along the line of the questions which had

been presented in this other opinion from San

Francisco counsel presented by Mr. Lang.

The $2,500 was paid to us under the express im-

derstanding that it was for the advice I then gave

him plus the i3reparation of this comi)laint, with

the understanding tliat we w^ere not employed to do

anything further, and whether he came back and

we were employed to conduct the litigation was

entirely optional w^ith them. He made it very clear

that he was then investigating and was going to

continue to investigate coimsel, meaning us, and

also that it was uncertain whether the members of

the family would bring this litigation because they

for many A^ears had been very friendly with the

Fleishhackers. They [63] had founded this bank in
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San Francisco, this family had, and had sold it to

Herbert Fleishhacker 's father-in-law in 1906. There

existed for many, many years a cordial relationship

which, of course, was about to be breached if such

litigation would ensue. That was all explained to

me by Mr. Lang.

The $2,500 was paid after the fixed fee had been

agreed upon and the work was being performed. I

undoubtedly was working on the draft of the com-

plaint at the time because the check was paid to me
after we had agreed upon the amount and the work

that needed to be done. I know the complaint was

prepared by the end of August and it was a very

voluminous affair.

That particular draft wasn't held until January

1933. That was delivered to Mr. Lang and he took

it with him at the end of August. When we were

subsequently actually employed to conduct this liti-

gation, of course new pleadings were prepared, and

finally, in January, I filed suit. It was all regarding

the same subject matter, the oil lands in Kern

County.

Exhibit ] is not in my handwriting. It is in the

handwriting of our then bookkeeper. The H.C.M.

represents me. We have a system there. If I take

in money in the firm a particular receipt book is

used and the bookkeeper makes up the receipt and

puts my initials on it. Mr. Hanna always writes

his own receipts. I haven't [64] written one of

those in many years. The bookkeeper makes them

out. So that was made by Miss Goodyear, who was
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our tlien bookkeeper. You will have to ask xMiss

Goodyear what way mean by "on account. x\ll I

did was hand her $2,500 and ask her to write a

receipt for it and give it to Mr. Lang. It was on

account and full payment of the services which we
had agi-eed to do, as I have outlined to you two or

three times. I mean it was merely for our record

of our account to show money received. That $2,500

was a fixed fee received for a definite service, the

performance of which was completed by the end of

August of that year. There is no relationship be-

tween that $2,500 and any future sum to be paid

upon the litigation or for services rendered or to be

rendered. It might just as well have been that I

never would have seen Mr. Lang again after tlie

time I handed him the complaint. He was under

no obligation to return. We were under no obliga-

tion to see him if he did return.

There was discussion about our future employ-

ment if agreeable to the parties in France. I told

him I thought he had a good case and if he came

back and wanted to hire us, I certainly would like

to talk to him. I desired to represent them and go

forward because Mr. Lang told me how three dif-

ferent firms had turned him down. He asked me

if I was afraid to sue Mr. Fleishhacker. That be-

ing some years ago, and being somewhat younger,

I said, "The bigger they are, [b5] tin; harder they

fall, and we will take them to the Federal Court

and see." I ^ent a copy of the pro]iosed complaint

to Pierre Le Paulle, the Frencli attorney who was
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advising them on that end. Mr. Lang undoubtedly

may have submitted in some form to the other in-

terests abroad some information regarding any con-

tingent fee arrangement or the cost of litigation if

filed. He and I discussed various arrangements, as

I have said before. There was nothing in writing

up to the time the matter was submitted abroad.

As I remember, at one time I told him "We will

take the case fifty-fifty and you don't have to put

up anything." We had naturally in a case like

that many discussions back and forth. There was

no discussion at that time regarding the bringing

of any kind of action in equity or at all with respect

to any other matter except the matter in Kern

County. There was discussion, as you know, from

the agreement. You notice there is a 1911 transac-

tion which is also mentioned on which suit was never

brought, but that also was a Kern County transac-

tion, although not the same land ; another parcel

of land.

Before the $2,500 payment he had mentioned the

fact that there had been a sale in 1911 which they

were suspicious of, but the 1915 and the 1917 ones

were the transactions which we were employed to

draft the complaint on.

There was no written draft of any other proposed

fee arrangement. They were discussed and I know

we discussed [66] the question of a fifty-fifty ar-

rangement where they wouldn't put up anything.

That was when we discussed the entire matter, the

ver}^ first time he came to me. He wanted to know
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how wo would handle it. I said, *'I don't know, I

don't know enough about it." When 1 gave him
the complaint, as he went on his way he said, " Wliat

about the arrangement?" I said, "We will talk

about it when the time comes if you come back."

AVhen he came back we spent two or three days on

fee discussion, and that I know was before we re-

ceived the money. It was early in October. W"e

didn't receive this money until the middle of Oc-

1 ober, the $27,500.

There was no discussion regarding Mr. Lang or

any of their interests putting up or advancing sums

of money fi'oni tinu' to time to cover costs of litiga-

tion, such as investigation and filing fee and so

forth. Mr. Lang, when he came down wlien the

fifty-fifty arrangement was discarded, Mr. I^ang

wanted a ])ercentage arrangement plus an agree-

ment as best we could reach that so mucdi money

would cover the expenses which they put up. And

he wanted to know that it would be used for that

purpose, with the understanding that what was left

over would be ours.

Mr. Lang is in Southern California. He is en-

gaged in oil operations on some of the family's

propei'ties in Kern County.

There was no estimate made of what these ex-

penses [67] would run or what they would consist

of except that I estimated that it might l)e $20,001)

—it might l)e $10,000, $20,000 or $:30,00(\ Mliere was

no way of being exact.

As soon as the money was paid a cei-tain amount
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was taken and used by the firm at that time. $2,000

of that immediately and $1,500.

We did not know that we would have to have

that for expenses except for legal fees for our-

selves. When Mr. Lang approved our taking that,

it was with the understanding that it would be re-

stored, and would be used because we were under

the obligation to meet all expenses, even though the

$27,500 might be insufficient. That was pursuant

to the agreement and the oral agreement as well.

That was the understanding. Exhibits 10 and 11

are the only written contracts on the subject. It is

true that there is no mention made of any trust ac-

counts or funds to be maintained as such, but as I

say, the $27,500 was handed to us with that distinct

understanding with Mr. Lang that it would be trust

fund, would be so regarded and would be set up as

such and from time to time he examined this trust

account and was familiar with it.

Our running Lazard trust account, which would

be Exhibit 5, was examined by Mr. Lang I am sure

several times a year during its histor^^ Probably

one year it wasn't because there was one year when

he was not here at all. I can't fix it exactly now.

He was in France all of [68] one year, but other-

wise every year he would go over matters, and we

would discuss it with him. He was here working

on the case almost constantly, except for that one

period when he was in France for about a year.

AVhen I say here I mean in the LTnited States. He
was not in San Francisco most of the time after we
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started the lawsuit. He started liis investigations

in San Francisco.

I would say Mr. Lang was present personally and

discussed with nie on every occasion when any

money was allocated to Hamia and Morton out of

these funds. We never took money out of this

trust account without his approval. Mr. Hanna

was right here. Mr. Hanna was not present with

Mr. Lang and myself when that was done. I am
sure Mr. Hanna never handled these matters with

Mr. Lang at all.

I did not discuss with Mr. Hanna anything about

division of this and whether or not ^Nlr. Lang's

consent had to be secured. I am sure I advised Mr.

Hanna that I had obtained Mr. Lang's consent to

withdraw so many dollars from the trust account.

I would be the one, with Mr. Lang's approval, to

authorize any allocation from this trust account to

Hanna and Morton. Mr. Hanna would have noth-

ing to do with that. That approval was never in

writing. Our firm did not render any statement of

account to Mr. Lang or any of those interests re-

garding the exact status of this fund except that

he saw this trust fund constantly, as I say. He

may have had copies made of it. [69]

All kinds of expenditures over a period of many

years on this litigation would be paid cut of tliis

account at my direction. That was just oui- firm

account. Mr. Lang had nothing to do witli it ex-

cept it was kept with his knowledge and with Ids

approval and his examination as well as ours. He
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was interested in the fact we were to use the funds

for this purpose.

Between August 19, 1932 and 1940, I would say

Mr. Lang looked at this account several times each

year. It is difficult, perhaps, to understand, if you

would know Mr. Lang you would understand he is

a little fussy individual who was in eveiything all

the time. And that is the reason our lawsuit was

successful, because he is that kind of a person. He
just goes into ever\i:hing, and he knew that account

better than I did.

Referring to Exhibit 3, the second item of funds

expended is $1,000 to myself. The next item is

Byron C. Hanna, expense, $1,000. Those are two

checks wiitten to us. Checks Nos. 348 and 349, each

of $1,000. When Mr. Hanna and I take money out

of the firm, it is called ''expense," and you will find

that it is, or that that the same $2,000 which is

identified on Exhibit 5 at the corresponding time

there.

Referring to August 19. That was simply with-

diawal from the firm of what you might call part-

nership withdrawals, I guess, in August. In other

words, Mr. Hanna and I got [70] $2,500 on that

day, and we each took $1,000. That is out of the

$2,500 fee that we discussed a moment ago.

The daily financial report is a summary of all our

receipts and disbursements for that date. Every

check written and every amount received by the

firm of Hanna and Morton appears on this current

daily statement for that particular day. That is
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tlie way Mr. Haima and I know what is going on;

at least we hope we do.

That inchided fees of a general character as well

as trust funds. You will notice how the trust fund
is always segregated. When money comes in for

trust purposes, there is a heading, "Trust" where

the notation is made.

Referring to Exhibit 4 and to the item of Check

No. 640 to the Bank of America for $10,000, labeled

''To Savings Account." We put $20,000 of this

$27,500 that we received at that time in trust in

two savings accounts because we realized we
wouldn't be spending it all at once. We put it into

savings accounts. That was a firm savings account

under the name of Hanna and Morton. It was not

labeled "trustee." I think we might have one now,

one particular one, but none of our accounts were

labeled "trustee." We cany trust funds in Hanna

and Morton and show their trust character on our

books.

The trust fmids are shown on our records. It is

a trust account for the clients and our daily rei)orts

and [71] our records show when funds are re-

ceived in trust.

I believe that in addition to this savings account,

our firm at the time had two commercial accounts,

one in the Bank of America and the other in the

Security Bank.

Referring to Exhibit 4, Check 641, })ayable t(»

Security-First National Savings Account, $10,000,

I say we put $20,000 in savings accounts; $10,000 in
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the Bank of America and $10,000 in the Security-

First National Bank. That was done, as I said a

moment ago, because we weren't going to spend all

the money inmiediately, and with Scotch ancestry in

me, and at that time it was not against the law for

a partnership to have a savings account, which it

is now. Mr. Lang knew about that. He watched

those fimds like a hawk. I don't believe Mr. Lang

ever examined our daily reports, but he knew that

$20,000 of it was put in a savings account because

I discussed it with him.

These sheets labeled "Lazard Matter'' would not

show the $10,000 going out to each of those savings

accounts. The account cards do not show the spe-

cific banking institutions in which the funds would

be. That is shown on the daily reports. They do

not show the two items of $10,000 each, out. They

would not because they didn't go out, so to speak.

They were still in our bank, accounts. The only

items that would go on there would be if they went

completely out of our affairs. Either Mr. Hanna

or myself could draw on those two savings accounts.

[72]

I don 't know whether counsel here has the savings

account books or a transcript showing the complete

entries of those accounts. I remember we had to

close them out or something, and we couldn't have

a savings account at some time.

Mr. Mackay: I have them both here.

We have the transcripts of accounts in each one

of the banks. We have the transcript of the ac-
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count in the J]ank of America and in the Security-

First National Bank.

The transcript of the savings account with the

Security-First National Bank of Los Angeles was

marked Respondent's Exhibit A, and the transcript

of the savings account with the Bank of America

was marked Respondent's Exhibit B.

Exhibit A and Exhibit B were admitted in

evidence.

Respondent's Exhibit A contains the following

items

:

(Security-First National Bank of Los Angeles

7th and Grand Branch)

Hanna & Morton Account No. 16855

Date Withdrawn Interest Deposited Balance

Oct. 15 '32 10,000.00 10,000.00

6/30/33 Int. 222.91 10,222.91

12/31/33 Int. 153.33 10,376.24

6/30/34 Int. 155.64 10,531.88

12/31/34 Int. 144.80 10,676.68

[73]

Jan. 2 '35 676.68 10,000.00

6/30/35 Int. 125.00 10,125.00

12/31/35 Int. 101.25 10,226.25

Mar. 31 '36 10,226.25

Respondent's Exhibit B contains the following

items

:

(Bank of America National Trust & Snvings Assn.)

Transcript of Tei-m Savings Account Transferred

From Los Angeles Main Branch (No. 600) 4-27 1944

To Branch (No ) for $

Savings Account No. 4460 in the name of Hanna & Morton

Closed by your Collection No
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Transcript of Account

Date Withdrawn Deposited Balance

10-15-32 10,000.00 10,000.00

4-15-33 5,000.00 5,000.00

6-30-33 Int. 111.45 5,111.45

12-31-33 Int. 76.66 5,188.11

6-30-34 Int. 77.82 5,265.93

7-5-34 1,265.93 4,000.00

7-21-34 4,000.00

Referring to Respondent's Exhibit A, that shows

the first $10,000 I have testified to. It shows inter-

est credits, [74] the first one being for June 30,

1933, $222.91, and then various other interest cred-

its down under March 31, 1936. At the time I was

familiar with that. The amounts withdrawn were

transferred into our general accounts. I am in-

clined to think that is about the time that it be-

came unlawful for a partnership to have a savings

account. With reference to the withdrawal of in-

terest in the aggregate amount of $676.68 on Janu-

ary 2, 1935, we probably just withdrew the interest

as such and put it in the general accounts. There

was no division of the $10,226.25 in 1936. I am sure

that money was transferred into our general com-

mercial accounts from out of the savings accounts.

Referring to Respondent's Exhibit B, that shows

the initial $10,000 that I have testified about. With

reference to the withdrawal of $5,000 on April 15,

1933, that was done simply because we were spend-

ing money chargeable against this trust account and

wanted some of it in the commercial account on

which the checks were being written. Mr. Lang

did not have anything to do with the withdrawals
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from these savings accounts and the transfer to the

commercinl l)anks. He would have nothing to do

with that. His concern was with the trust account

as a wliole. We didn't show the savings accounts

to Mr. Lang. We told him tliat is what we were

doing, tliat we were putting the money in savings

accounts until such time as it would be [75] used.

With reference to the withdrawal of the tinal bal-

ance of $4,000 in 1934 as shown on Exhibit B, that

w^ould go to the commercial accounts at that time.

That was closing it out.

In 1934, prior to that time, $1,265 liad also been

withdra\m and transferred to the commercial

account.

These interest items were discussed with Mr.

Lang. Mr. Lang said we could keep the interest

and we could put it back if it was ever necessary to

complete the payment of expenses, which was our

obligation anyway, and I said, yes, that is what

we would do.

I do not know whether anyone ever repoi-ted any

of that interest received for income tax i)urposes,

except Hanna and Morton have been reflected as Ww.

overall receipts of Mr. Hanna and myself. That is

the only way it would be. I don't believe the French

folks ever did. I say that, although I have never

seen their returns.

Except as my discussions with Mr. Lang would

be an account of it, there was no accounting made

as to any of those interests as far as the bank

interest items were concerned.
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Mi\ Lang said, just as I said a moment ago. We
were going to put this money in savings accounts

to get some interest on it. He said, "You can take

the interest if you are that careful," or something

to that effect, [76] '"if you will put it back in the

bank if ever needed." If he had told us not to do

it, Ave Avouldn't have done it, that is a cinch. I do

not think we could have done it, though. It was a

trust fund, expressly understood to be such. Our

only discretion was the necessary expenses in this

litigation. Our firm was responsible for all ex-

penses under the agreement even though they might

exceed the trust funds. But our only discretion was

I spend money where I thought it was necessary and

proper out of this fund to promote this litigation.

I discussed with Mr. Lang the placing of this money

in the savings accounts when it went in, as I told

you before. He thought that would be a good idea.

The division was made as to two accounts just to

put it in two diiferent banks.

With respect to the difference between this con-

trol account and the other account that is reflected

by the prior exhibits, the only thing of this same

size, on this same size paper, you have the Lazard

Matter account, which is Exhibit 5, then you have

Exhibit 8, which is a control account of all our trust

accounts of different clients. You see, we had vari-

ous clients whose moneys we had in trust in and out

with a running balance. Then when $27,500 came

in in October, you see it would increase that run-

ning balance of all our trust accounts. There is the
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case of Myers v. Texas Coini)aiiy. We had some

[77] money in there, and so forth. Mr. Lang would

not know about this control account. He would

know about the particular trust fund which he was

interested in. As we paid out expenses we charged

it against the trust account. If 1 would pay $37

to a Court Reporter for taking a little deposition,

or $100 to an appraiser for a report, why it was

paid, OUT' charge w^as w^ritten and it was charged

against this trust fimd. That w^ould be reflected in

this over-all account. It w^ould be in Exhibit 5

which is headed, "Lazard Matter, Trust Account."

For instance, here is an item to an engineer "Prep-

aration of data and maps, Lost Hills, 156.25." It

w^as paid and deducted from that card.

Referring to Exhibit 8, and to the item opposite

October 15th, as to H.C.M. and B.O.H. Salaiy,

Lazard, $2,000, and October 31, charge, Lazard Mat-

ter, attorneys' fees, $1,500, I do not know why that

word "salory" wms used, as I said before. Both

items were payments to Mr. Hanna and myself,

withdrawals for us, with Mr. Lang's approval, from

these trust funds ; hence they appear on Exhibit 8.

With respect to incidental costs of investigation

and litigation. I don't know how thoroughly Mr.

Lang checked Exhibit 5 from time to time. Of

course, the principal items he would be familiar

with because he w^as here with me most of the time.

As I say, there w\is about a year when he wasn't

here. I don't recall an^i^hing further about the [78]

question of reporting interest received from this
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account by our firm as income of the firm. I would

assume the firm reported it as interest received.

We hire exj^erts to prepare our firm's income tax

returns and we sign them and make the auditors

sign them, with a little notation that they are the

ones who prepared the returns. I don't mind ap-

pearing in Court here representing clients in in-

come tax matters, but I prefer to have an expert

on m}^ own.

I observe that on the 1932 income tax return of

Hanna and Morton there is no interest reported for

that year.

I observe that on the 1933 income tax return of

Hanna and Morton an item entitled "Interest on

Bank Deposits" and so forth $780.19. I would pre-

sume that item should include some of the interest

on those two savings accounts. I wouldn't specifi-

cally recall now. It may not have been because it

may have been the interest was taken up in the

year in which it was taken out. I don't know

for sure.

The 1933 Partnership income tax retura for

Hanna and Morton was received in evidence as

Respondent's Exhibit C. This exhibit contains the

following entries among others:

1. (Jross Receipts from Business or Profession $140,707.90

5. Interest on Bank Deposits, Notes, Corporation

Bonds, etc 780.10

[79]

7. Rents $1,053.50

8. Royalties 1,680.57

9. (a) Profit from Sale of Stocks and

Bonds held 2 years or less 1,235.21
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10. Dividends on stock of:

(a) Domestic Corporations subject to

Taxation under Title I of 1932

Act 347.50

12. Total Income in Items 3 to 11 $145,804.87

DEDUCTIONS
13. Salaries of Employees 29,537.51

14. Rent on Business Property 8,245.00

15. Repairs 120.05

16. Interest on Indebtedness 1,974.63

17. Taxes paid 453.65

20. Depreciation, Obsolescence, and

Depletion 1,471.19

21. Other Deductions Authorized by Law

:

Per Detail 8,316.38

Donation, Amer. Red Cross, 25.00;

L. A. News Boys Club, 5.00 30.00

22. Total Deductions in Items 13 to 21 50,148.41

23. Net Income $ 95,656.46

[80]

It does not contain any schedules showing the

items comprising Item 5 of Gross Income.

The 1934 income tax return of Hanna and Morton

shows an item of interest of $741.56. As to whether

that inr'htdes interest on those two savings accounts,

I would have to answer in the same way as I did

with respect to 1933.

The 1934 income tax return of Hanna and Mor-

ton was admitted in evidence as Respondent's Ex-

hibit I). This income tax return contains among

others the following items:
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GROSS INCOME
1. Gross Receipts from Business or

Profession $169,258.98

5. Interest on Bank Deposits, Notes,

Corporations Bonds, etc 741.56

7. Rents—Bungalow Court 1,116.54

8. Royalties 2,721.21

9. Capital Gain (or loss) 3,386.85

10. Dividends on Stock of

:

(a) Domestic Corporations subject

to Taxation under Title I of

1934 Act 475.00

12. Total Income in Items 3 to 11 $177,700.14

DEDUCTIONS
13. Salaries of Employees $ 36,072.56

14. Rent on Business Property 8,807.50

15. Repairs 210.70

16. Interest on Indebtedness 1,125.65

17. Taxes paid 372.36

21. Depreciation 1,789.60

22. Other Deductions Authorized by Law 8,506.99

23. Total Deductions in Items 13 to 22 56,885.36

24. Net Income $120,814.78

It does not contain any schedules showing the

items comprising Item 5 of Gross Income.

The partnership income tax return for the cal-

endar year 1935 of Hanna and Morton was received

in evidence as respondent's Exhibit E. It shows

an item of interest received reported as Item 5, of

$419.29.

I think during some of those years the Partner-

ship owned some securities, but I, of course, don't
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remenil)i'r wliat particulai' items would apply to

what now.

Tlu' rule came out that a partnership couldn't

have a savings account. 1 don't believe after that

we had a savings account. I am quite sure neither

Mr. Hanna nor I used individual accounts as a

subterfuge to evade that regulation.

The 193G income tax return of Hanna and Mor-

ton contains an interest item of only $63.69.

In January 1933 the suit was filed over the 1915

and 1917 sales, that is what we call the Kern

County suit, and that was the one, the history of

which I previously gave. [82] That was the one we

discussed about and prepared the draft of complaint

on. That suit was filed as an equity suit to recover

possession of the property and an accounting of the

profits therefrom. In the course of the actual trial,

the Trial Judge on the grounds of the Statute of

Limitations only, ruled in favor of all defendants

at the conclusion of my case, except the Anglo Bank

and Herbert Fleishhacker. The other defendants

had the property. That changed it to a law action,

and by stipulation the case was transferred to the

law side of the Court. A jury tiial was waived. We
continued on with the trial. That is the main case

that was concluded and the same one on which the

contingent fee was paid in 1940.

Outside of that one case there were discussions

Avith the Lazard interests regarding the filing of

other suits and the taking of other legal action.

8ome time after this employment in October of
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1932 a matter came up of certain members of the

family who were still stockholders of the Anglo

Bank in San Francisco, making a demand on the

directoi's of that bank to proceed against Herbert

Fleishhacker for an accounting of profits allegedly

made by him in connection with certain transactions

with parties by the name of Barde, in Portland.

The facts in connection with that case came to light

first in the investigation of the main case. That

matter was first mentioned by the end of 1932. I

believe it was in 1934 [83] that a suit actually was

finally filed by some of the members of the family

as stockholdei's, after demand and refusal of the

directors of the bank to take proceedings. That for

convenience is called the Blum case, or Barde case.

It was filed in the Federal Court in San Francisco.

Our only fee arrangement with respect to that was

it being a minority stockholders suit, it was one in

which if we were successful under recognized prin-

ciples of law, the Court would award us fees to be

paid out of the funds recovered in such action.

That case was tried before Judge St. Sure in the

middle of 1937. It was tried before the Kern County

case. Some of the members of the family were

plaintiffs, and there were some plaintiffs who were

not involved in the Kem County case. We received

a fee in that case at the end of that trial which was

allowed by the Trial Judge because we were suc-

cessful in recovery. In other words, that is what

is called a stockholder's derivative suit. We were

successful and the Judge allowed us a fee payable
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out of the recovery. We did not i-eeeive a f<'e from

the clients as such.

We had counsel associated with us in that case.

The Judge allowed us 10% of the recoveiy. His

judgment, as I rememher, was $700,000. An appeal

was taken. When the affirmance came back he al-

lowed us an additional $35,000. In the meantime,

Fleishhacker had gone into bankruptcy and I be-

lieve it was in October of 1941 that w(^ [84] finally

received $40,000 to cover that entire situation. That

bankruptcy proceeding is still pending. We dis-

posed of all of our claims for attorneys' fees and

expenses to the Anglo Bank, a creditor of the bank-

rupt. Mr. Fleishhacker 's bankruptcy proceeding

was first filed at tlie end of 1938. He was not ad-

judicated until some time thereafter. At that time

the Kern County case had been reduced to judg-

ment and was on appeal to the Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. It was the Barde

case that precipitated the bankruptcy proceedings,

because there was no stay of execution in that case.

In the Bankruptcy proceedings I made a motion

for the appointment of a receiver. That must have

been at the end of 1938, which was contested over

a period of time and which resulted in the appoint-

ment of a receiver. We simply filed claims, and a

receiver was appointed, and that was that. We
followed it up as to the hearings. I still f:!:t'i notice

of all the hearings. I don't attend them but T still

get notice of them. The Bankruptcy proceeding

is still pending.
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We had no fee arrangements with respect to the

Lang interests regarding the filing of our claim

in the Bankruptcy case. We just filed those claims

as a matter of protection for these two judgments

that we were interested in. We had to file the Kern

County judgment claim. We filed a claim in behalf

of the judgment which had been obtained in San

[85] Francisco. You know the time for filing was

fixed and we filed them. I don't know as we dealt

with anybody on the protection of our judgment.

As a lawyer I knew these claims should be filed and

the matter shoidd be watched and we did so. Sub-

sequently Mr. Moore who was our associate and our-

selves were allowed a fee by the Bankruptcy Court,

I^ayable out of the bankruptcy, for bringing about

the appointment of a receiver. I think it was $5,000.

Mr. Fleishhacker filed his Bankruptcy proceeding

in 1938. He applied for the appointment of a

creditors' committee or something. I came in and

appeared and on behalf of these two judgments of

these creditors made a motion for the appointment

of a receiver. Several days were spent in evidence

on that, with arguments on each side, and the re-

ceiver was appointed. Mr. Sterling Carr, of San

Francisco, a well known lawyer, was appointed.

Meantime our appeals were on their way up. This

Kern County case was being appealed, as was the

San Francisco case. The receivership was discussed

with Mr. Lang. I don't think he w^as in the country

at the time that the application was made. That

bankruptcy proceeding was a very elaborate and
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comi)lic'ated affair because of Mr. Fleisbhae.ker's af-

fairs, whicli had many ramifications, wliicli 1 liave

not followed. We did not take an active part in it.

Some time in 1939, I believe it was, Mr. Fleisb-

hacker [8()] consented to an adjudication. 1 bad

nothing to do with it. 1 just know that it occurred.

1 don't think I ever attended a hearing in the

Fleishhacker bankruptcy after we had the receiver

appointed until an application was made by Mr.

Moore and ourselves for an allowance of compensa-

tion out of the bankruptcy for having the receiver

appointed. I can't fix that year for you but it was

in 1939 or sometime subsequent. I would think it

was 1940 or 1941. I could get that date for you.

The bankruptcy continued through 1941 and has

continued right down to date. The man who had

been appointed receiver became tnistee after the

adjudication.

T believe it was in the month of October or Sep-

tember that we disposed of our claim. By "we," I

mean Mr. Courtney Moore and our firm. Our claims

for fees and expenses which had been allowed by the

Court we sold to the Anglo Bank for a fixed sum

and they stepped iii in our place. They owned

about five-sixths of the total claims in the bank-

ruptcy anjrway, and I guess were acquiring all of

them, or were trying to. In other words, we didn't

wait liquidation in the form of dividends to receive

the fees allowed us. I did not kee}) in touch with

that matter in 1942 or in 1943. In 1941 I did not

discuss what action I had taken, as I have testified.
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That wag none of his concern. I am sure I never

discussed it with him. I saw Mr. Lang in 1941.

He came to this country early in 1940 [87] and has

been in this country continuously since. I had no

discussion with Mr. Lang in 1941 regarding either

the bankruptcy matter or any aspect of it or the

Kern County litigation. The Kern County litiga-

tion vv^as completed and finished and tied up and

over with on January 19, 1940.

We did not receive any additional money from

Mr. Lang or any of the Lazard interests after the

receipt of this contingent fee in 1940 for any legal

serAHces rendered them, with the possibility that we

probated some estates in Santa Barbara of certain

deceased persons, and we might have received fees

for those probate services after that date. We
received nothing additional in the Kern County

case.

Nothing further was received in connection with

this Portland case after we received the contingent

fee in 1940. The Portland fee was actually received

in October of 1941, but there was no work done on

that case after that time in 1941. I undoubtedly told

Mr, Tjang what happened but that would be all.

The Portland matters and the Kern County mat-

ters lapped over each other. I think the Portland

case was filed in 1934. We had San Francisco

counsel associated with us in that case, Mr. Court-

ney L. Moore of that city. There was still another

case, which we called the Market Street case, which

had substantially the same plaintiffs as the Kem
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(,'oinity case. The facts of that case were discov-

ered [88] during the course of working on the Kern

County case. That was brought in tlie Fedei-al

Court in San Francisco. It involved the sale of a

piece of property by the bank for these French

folks in 1925, and we discovered that the bank,

without bothering to tell the folks in France, had

kept $8,250 of the purchase price. I brought suit

on that, I believe, in the latter part of 1934. 'iliat

case was nevei' tried. They paid off on that tinally,

without a trial. That was not handled under simi-

lar arrangements as the Kern County case. We
discovered those facts, and I filed a suit, and the

thing dragged along. We never discussed a fee

arrangement. When they paid off, Mr. Lang and

I discussed it and T think they had us retain a

third of the recovery in that item. Mr. Moore of

San Francisco was likewise associated with us in

that case. They paid olf in this case in 1938, fol-

lowing the other two trials. That case was on the

calendar early in 1938, and instead of trying it they

paid the amount of the demand, plus compound

interest from the time of the take. We did not have

a trust account for that litigation. We did not

]'eceive any money or initial retainer or for ex-

penses in that case. Mr. Hanna did not have any-

thing to do with that litigation except as I told

him we brought the suit and what happened to it.

It was our firm's action. In order to make that

clear, Mr. Hanna and I perhaps have a peculiar

partnership. This [89] is the foui-th time in seven-
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teen years of law practice that he and I have gone

to court together on the same matter. I came here

as a witness in this case. We each handle particu-

lar cases or matters. Mr. Hanna paid no attention

to the Lazard cases. Of course I would tell him of

the developments. When he handled litigation, I

might say to him, "What happened to such and

such a case!" If it were over with, I would keep

watching to see if the money came in. Our part-

nership is very unique. It is an equal partnership.

Our only dispute is as to who gets to use our as-

sistants because they are diminishing.

Our books and records are kej^t on a cash re-

ceipts and disbursements basis. We don't count it

until we get it in. That is the system we had in the

years from 1932 through 1940.

Some times during the period between 1934 and

1938 whei5 I was discussing the Kern County liti-

gation with Mr. Lang I would also discuss the Mar-

ket Street case with him. As a matter of fact, he

discovered the Market Street situation while we

were in San Francisco together working on the

Kern County case. I asked him what other sales

had taken place, and he said there had been a sale

of property in San Francisco in 1925 for $150,000.

I said, "How about it?" I said, "Go out to the

Recorder's office. They have to put revenue stamps

on the deed." He came back and said [90] $165,-

000 of revenue stamps were on the deed. That led

to the discovery. We had a definite agreement in
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writing with all the various people as shown by

Exhibit 11 with respect to the Kern County litiga-

tion before we filed the action in the Market Sti'eet

case, and long before we even knew there was a

Market Street situation. 'V\\v Market Street case

was just a text book case. It was a text book case

of fiduciary fraud. When they wanted to settle

the case and offered me principal and interest, I

refused to take it unless they compounded the in-

terest, which they did. There is absolutely no rela-

tionship whatever insofar as any compensation is

concerned between these two cases. There was no

comiection between them at all. The one was dis-

covered while working on the other. A different

fee arrangement was applied.

Thei'e was a good deal of discussion ])rior to ar-

riving at the figure of 15% contingent rate. We
visualized this might result in millions of dollars

of recovery, as you can see by the reading of the

contract. There were many discussions of percent-

ages and finally we agreed upon 15% if they would

put up the money to be used for the costs. It was

also agreed that whatever might be left over at flu;

end of the road would l>e fee?.

I drafted Exhibits 10 and 11. I dictated them

after consultation with Mr. Lang, witli Mr. Lang

present in the office. The first paragra])h with a

heading on the [91] first page is lal)eled, "Fees and

Costs." The very next paragraph after that cap-

tion said ''Clients will i)ay to the attorneys $30.0f)0.

and a continojent foe." The actual facts were, as I
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have stated them—the actual agreement is as I

have said. On the top of the next page there is a

paragraph: "Said attorneys agree in consideration

thereof they will bear and pay all expenses and

costs of such suit or suits, and hold the clients

harmless by reason thereof.
'

' We agreed to do that

in consideration of them putting up the $27,500.

There is a separate paragraph dealing with ex-

penses and costs, and that says that we agree to

pay them. The language of the document is that

that is in consideration of their pajmient of $30,000

as shown by the prior paragrax^h. That is exactly

not what was agreed upon. The $30,000 was put in

there because Mr. Lang wanted the $30,000 recited,

as I said before. He did not pay this $30,000 as a

fee or any other amount as a fee, except as pre-

viously we had been paid $2,500 for an isolated

service. Tlie other amount, which would make the

total of $30,000 was the $27,500, which it was ex-

pressly agreed would be in trust and we would re-

ceive as a fee that which might be left over at the

end of the litigation. I am giving you the true

consideration for this agreement, the one which

was discussed and the actual understanding be-

tween the parties. It was because of that that the

money was set up in trust. [92]

We didn't take the $30,000. We did take money

out. We took money out of it on certain instances

as I have stated, with Mr. Lang's approval on each.

Mr. Lang cared whether we took it out or not. I
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wanted to take move than we di<l in October of the

next year.

These records are control records and the Lazard

trust records certainly are internal records of our

office. They are records which we kept of our

business transactions. We think there was a sep-

arate trust fund set aside in the usual sense of a

trust. We think when we earmark these things and

show our l^alance to be only that whic^h is left after

deducting the crsts, we have done that. We did not

render a written statement to Mr. Lang or any of

tliese people regarding the exact status of that ixv-

count, except Mr. Lang had access to Exhibit 5 at

all times, as I have testified. He may have taken

abstracts of this off.

I did not attempt to allocate my income taxes

back under Section 107. Mine was an entirely dif-

ferent situation. T have some rather extensive

business interests outside and it made no difference

in my tax situation. It couldn't have made much

difference, or it would have been allocated over the

years. [93]

Redirect Examination

The judgment in the Kern County case was

against tlie Anglo Bank and Herbert Fleishhacker.

It was fully satisfied January 19. 1940.

Thereupon tlie further trial of the case was ad-

journed until A])ril 28, 1944 at K) <»'cl()ck n. m.

At that latter time the redirect examination of

^Ir. Morton was resumed as follows:
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After the Kern County case was finally settled

and we had received the fee to which I testified yes-

terday, we paid to one of the men in our office,

one of the men employed by us, the sum of $5,000.

That was Leon Brown. Mr. Lang and I, jointly, he

out of his own affairs, or his family's a:ffairs, and

ourselves, together, paid Mr. Ben Dudley $3,000.

We wrote the check and Mr. Lang reimbursed us

for half of it. The effect was that our firm paid

$1,500 to Mr. Dudley. These two payments were

made after the matter was completed.

Recross Examination

With reference to a payment to Mr. Dudley, we

wrote the check for $3,000, and I remember cashing

it for Mr. Dudley, because when I told him we were

going to let him have it he asked if he could have it

in cash. Then Mr. Lang reimbursed us for half of

the $3,000. Mr. Brown was not a [94] member of

the firm. Mr. Brown, like a number of other law-

yers we had employed with us, was employed on a

basis—we paid him a salary, so much a month,

and it has been our practice over the years when one

of the employees in the office worked on a particu-

lar case, when that case it over, we give him a check.

You might call it a bonus, or what have you. In this

case, after it was over Mr. Hanna and I discussed

the matter and decided to give Mr. Brown $5,000.

Mr. Brown worked on the Kern County case. He
attended the trials of the Kern County case and

assisted me on that case. He may have worked in-

cidentally in our office in connection with other mat-
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ters for or on behalf of the Lazai'd interests, hut not

particularly.

In response to a (juestion as to whetlier the wit-

ness recalls as to whether Mr. Brown had anything

to do with any income tax matters of Francois Lang

and others of the Lang interests in conection with

a question of deductions for legal expenses, the wit-

ness stated there has been some tax litigation aris-

ing out of that recovery going on ever since the

recovery. I had only known of it sort of remotely.

I think Mr. Brown was in it from the beginning,

and while he is no longer with our tirm, I think

that litigation was finally disposed of here, if I am

not wrong, sometime within the past several months.

It would be my recollection that it was concluded

within recent months. I couldn't tell you definitely.

I could not recall by [95] citation whether that is

the case of Francois Lang, 45 BTA-256. Show me

the book and I am sure I will be able to see if thei-e

is anything in there I can identify.

Whereupon the witness was shown the volumo

and then testified: I am sure it is the same Mr.

Brown w^e w^ere talking about, and this is undoubt-

edly that proceeding before the Tax Court, which

was then knowni as the Board of Tax Ap])eals. 1

suppose you could say tlie firm of Hanna and Mor-

ton to some extent was in that case. .Mr. IJrown

handled the matter. T think it went to the (Mrcnit

Court of Appeals after that.

Whereupon counsel for Oommisioner ])reseTited

to the witness a document purporting to be a mimeo-
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graphed cop}^ of a certain stipulation of facts, which

was marked Exhibit F for Identification. The wit-

ness proceeded to testify as follows

:

I would imagine that either Mr. Hanna or my-

self may have been counsel in this case sometime.

I noted in the beginning of this case it only refers

to Mr. Brown. Exhibit F for identification contains

my name and also Mr. Hanna 's name and Mr.

Brown's is the third name. There are three type-

written names, Hamia, Morton and Brown; and

the typewritten signatures by Leon B. Brown, and

that is Mr. Brown's signature. Mr. Brown signed

it in connection with that case. It is also signed by

counsel for the Respondent in that case. The item

of $30,000 at the bottom [96] of page 11 must have

been the $30,000 which has been referred to in the

subject Hanna case.

The Respondent's Exhibit F for Identification

was received in evidence as Respondent's Exhibit F.

In so far as material here it may be described as

follows

:

It is a stipulation entitled, ''In the United States

Board of Tax Appeals" and bearing the title of

nineteen proceedings before the said Board of Tax

Appeals, Docket No. 102740 to 102758, inclusive,

the first of which is Francois Lang, Petitioner, v.

Commissioner of Internal Revenue. It stipulates

certain facts with respect to the Kern County liti-

gation and the realization therefrom as effecting

the income tax liability of the petitioners in these

various proceedings. After referring to the recov-
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ery of judiiinoiit in the Kern Countx- cnsc it i)]'(t-

ceeds with tlie followini;- lan^uane

:

"6. On January If), 1940, tbo full amount of said

judgment, together with interest thereon in the

sum of $92,644.93, or a total of $743,925.60, exclu-

sive of taxable costs, was received by the above-

named petitioners from counsel for the Bank and

Fleishhacker in satisfaction of said judgment.

7. The attorneys for the above-named petition-

ers in said proceedings were entitled, undei' a con-

tingent fee contract, to 15% of any recovery ol)-

tained by theme in said proceedings. On January

[97] 19, 1940, the above-named petitioners paid to

said attorneys, for their services in said proceed-

ings, the sum of $111,588.84, * * *

8. Between April 1, 1931 and January 1, 19:59,

the above-named petitioners expended various sums

totalling $150,000, which expenditures were in adili-

tion to sums for which recovery was had as taxable

costs in the proceedings referred to. * * * Said

amounts were expended as follows: * * *

$30,000 Paid to Hanna and Moi-ton, attorneys for

the above-named petitioners in the said proceedings,

as retainer fees ; $2,500 of which was ])aid Septem-

ber 2, 1932, and $27,500 on October 12, 1932;

* * *

Dated this 20th day of February, 1941.

BYRON C. HANNA
HAROLD 0. MORTON
LEON B. BROWN
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By LEON B. BROWN
Counsel for Petitioners

J. P. WENCHEL,
Chief Counsel, Bureau of In-

ternal ReA-enue,

Counsel for Respondent

Of Counsel: [98] ?

ALVA C. BAIRD,
Division Counsel;

FRANK T. HORNER,
HARRY R. HORROW,

Special Attorneys,

Bureau of Liternal Revenue.

"

The witness proceeded to testify as follows:

The $30,000 item mentioned in that stipulation

must be the same dollars and cents that is involved

in the subject case. Of course it is an erroneous

statement, as you know from my testimony yester-

day. I might say I have never seen this document

before or the original of it before. I had nothing

to do with its prepaartion. I did not know whether

or not the Lazard interests treated the $30,000 as

legal fees or retainer. I never prepared any of their

returns or never saw any of them. a

It was stipulated that the reported decision, Fran-

cois Lang, 45 BTA-256 may be considered as a

part of the record in the present case for refer-

ence purposes, with the reservation that such stipu-
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lation should not l)e considered as a stipulation

of any of the facts in that proceeding.

As to whether there was any connection between

the Ores^on litigation and the Kern County litiga-

tion, I suppose it would depend ui)on what you

mean by "connection." As I told you yesterday,

the facts regarding that Portland [99] case—we will

call it that for convenience—the first facts were dis-

covered during the work on the Kern County case.

The Oregon litigation was the Blum case. My best

recollection would be that it was tiled in 1934. When
those facts came to my attention, I associated San

Francisco counsel with me. That was, as I explained

yesterday, a stockholders' derivative proceedings

where on behalf of certain stockholders we made de-

mands on the bank to sue Fleishhacker, and when

the Board of Directors ignored that demand, then

we brought suit. That suit was brought in the Fed-

eral Court in San Francisco. It was tried in San

Francisco in the sununer of 1937.

In October of 1941, a check for forty some thou-

sand dollars was received from the Anglo Bank pur-

chasing all the interest that Courtney Moore and

ourselves had, and the fees which had theretoforee

been allowed to us by the Con it. 1 don't have tin-

exact figure in fr(»nt of me, l)ut a})proximately ^1^20,-

000 of that was received by Mr. Moore, and some-

thing over $20,000 by ourselves. I could get you

the exact figure.

In the Market Street case, when we i-eceived a

check on that, which was in the early ])art of 1938,
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we received a third of the amount. The $8,250 prin-

cipal sum with comi^ound interest, amounted to ap-

proximately $19,000 when the check was written.

Our firm received slight! ,y more than $6,000 in that

case as a legal fee; one-third in [100] in that par-

ticular matter.

Referring to ledger card 852, being Petitioner's

Exhibit 6, I observe entries in the center of the page

referring to Morton's trip to Portland and so forth.

That referred to the Blum case. There were some

items of expense in connection with the Blum case

paid out of these funds with Mr. Lang's consent,

with the understanding that those funds were reim-

bursable to this particular trust fund when and as

that might become necessary. There are a number

of items here that if I looked at, I could probably

identify as Blum matters. The items were reim-

bursable by Hanna and Morton. In bringing this

stockholders' derivative suit we knew that if we

were correct and were successful our expenses and

fees would be allowed by the Court out of the funds

recovered. As in all litigation, expenses were in-

curred as we went along. I took the matter up spe-

cifically with Mr. Lang and secured his consent to

use some of these trust funds for that purpose, with

the understanding that we would restore them here

when and as it became necessary to do so to com-

plete the Kern County case. We also regarded these

as borrowings from this trust account, with the con-

sent of the client. Mr. Lang did not give us any new
money to cover Oregon expenses. When that suit
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was started and I knew there weve j^'oin^- to he ex-

penses I took the matter up witli Mr. Lan^ tliat

there wonkl he expenses. We discussed tlie matter

and [101] I asked ijermision to use funds from this

trust, from the $27,500, for that case, with the un-

derstanding- they would he returnable to make uj)

this fund as it became necessary to do so. Our hrm

and the parties did not consider that that was cov-

ered by the two written agreements. Exhibits 10

and 11. The written agreements only covered the

lawsuits they referred to. There were no other sej)-

arate or similar agi'eements relating to this other

litigation. As far as fees were concerned in the Blum

case, that was a matter in which we could only get

a fee such as the Court might award us if we were

successful in that litigation. In other words, there

was no fee agreed to be paid by the nominal clients,

the plaintiff stockholders who were named as plain-

tiffs in the suit.

Referring to Petitioner's Exhibits 7, items re-

ferring to the Blum case are rather easily i)icked

out. You will notice Portland mentioned. You will

see from the Marshal at Portland, which would be

a refund in connection with some service fee, T

would assume, or something of that kind. They

probably took a deposition up there. You probably

would find in some places some travcliiig exi)enses,

possibly mine, because T remember going to T^u-t-

land on a couple of occasions in conne^^ion with

this matter.
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With reference to the item, on October 31, [102]

''Trans, from Trust-fee, $1,000.00," with a "P"
after it, the "P" doesn't mean anything. That is

the $1,000.00 I testified to yesterday we withdrew at

the time. That does not relate to the Portland mat-

ter. That would be Kern County. We had no fees

or anything you could call fees on the Portland

matter until finally we disposed of our interests

and fees which had been awarded, by the sale thei'e-

of to the Anglo Bank, as I have testified to. Many
of the expenses came out of this Lazard trust ac-

count. The reference to a case of Dido versus House

in Kern County, appearing on Exhibit 7, is part of

our Kern County litigation. It is a long story. It

has to do with establishing some title. We took a

deposition up there.

Referring to Exhibit 8, the first item is the Lazard

matter. You will observe here that it is the $27,500

which is the credit here. Then crowded in under

that is the $2,000 which we withdrew from the trust

account at that time with Lang's consent. As I

said yesterday, I don't know why the word "Sal-

ary" was put there. The items are rather crowded

together.

Whereupon,

BYRON C. HANNA

was called as a witness by and on behalf of the Pe-

tetioner; and having been first duly sworn, was

examined and testified as follows: [103]
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Direct Examination

I am the law partner of Mr. Morton wlio jnst tes-

tified. Mrs. Hanna and 1 were married July 16,

1916 and have been ever since. 1 have lesided in

California, in Los Anc>eles. for over fifty years.

I handled the satisfaction of judgment that was

obtained by the Lazards aa,ainst the the Anglo Bank

and Fleishhacker in 1940. On January 19, 1940,

the satisfaction was made in open court. The Anglo

Bank paid the judgment, and at that time paid

$746,354.95, for which I received a check in open

court and satisfied the judgment in open court.

The firm of Hanna and Morton received $114,01(S.19

out of that amount. That was on the 15% contin-

gent fee and reimbursement of some costs whicli

we had expended from this trust fund and whi(Oi

were taxable as costs and i-ecovered in the judg-

ment. The amount of the costs was $2,429.35 and

the 15 7o contingent fee amounted to $111,588.84,

making a total which we received on tliat date of

$114,018.19. That was on January 19, 1940, and that

is when our services were concluded.

The firm of Hanna and Morton kept daily finan-

cial records, showing receipts and disbursements.

Whenever money was received for sj)ecific purposes,

it was designated as a "Trust". We maintained a

system under which we had each day a daily state-

ment of cash received showing whether it was for

trust account or for our own account. The daily

[104] statement contained iho expenditures for the
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day, showing- whether it was from our own account

or from trust account; showed the balance of trust

obligations, the balance in the bank and the net

amount which belonged to the firm of Hanna and

Morton. During the period from 1932 to 1940 the

amount kept in our various bank accounts equalled

or exceeded the amounts charged up in the trust

accounts.

Cross Examination

The original firm name was Fredericks, Hanna

and Morton. That was J. D. Fredericks, Sr. Sub-

sequently he retired—it was long before this—and

his son, J. D. Fredericks, Jr., became a member

of the firm with Mr. Morton and myself, and we

carried on the old name of Fredericks, Hanna and

Morton until June, 1932, when Mr. Fredericks, Jr.

retired from that firm; and at all times subsequent

to that the firm has been Hanna and Morton. I am
the oldest member of the firm.

I am familiar, in a general way, with the liazard

litigation. I did not personally handle the matter.

In our office our work is principally trial work.

Mr. Morton handles cases that come to him, and T

handle cases that come to me. T think the only a]>-

pearances T made in connection with the cases that

Mr. Morton testified about was when I went up and

satisfied the judgment and collected [105] the

money. That is in the Federal Court in the Kern

County case. I did not appear in court at any time

in connection witl^ any other cases, but perhaps at
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times we would confer in the office or consult about

questions of law or policy to be i)ursue(l, but these

were very infrequent occasions. I do not have a def-

inite recollection of any particular occasion when

there was such a conference in connection with the

Ulum case, but my best recollection is there may
have been occasions when we did. I knew that

Mr. Morton w^as actively engaged in the Blmn
case at Portland. Mr. Morton and I were equal

l^artners. We were interested in the work that

the other partner was doing, and naturally we

would discuss that progress. I knew that the

Blum case was part of the firm's business. I

knew about the Market Street litigation in San

Francisco when it was going on. T had a general

knowledge of it. So far as I recall, the dates and

figures that Mr. Morton testified to ai-e substan-

tially accurate, but I have no recollection of those

dates or figures. I have no recollection of any dif-

ferent dates or figures. So far as my recollection

goes, the dates and amounts wdiich Mr. Mort(m tes-

tified to with respect to the Blum case at Portland,

are substantially correct. I do not recall anything

differently about those dates or amounts.

Our firm records were kept <ni the accounting

basis of cash receipts and disbursements, with some

modifications, [106] I believe. I am not an ex})ert

accountant, but I think there were some modifica-
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tions, when, for instance, I think we deducted de-

preciation on our library and office equipment and

so on. And there have been some minor items of that

kind that were not on a strict cash and disburse-

ment basis.

With respect to receipts or retainers during the

years 1932 to 1940, we did not accrue any proposed

fees in advance of actual receipts. When we would

receive money to pay expenses, we would set it up

in our trust fund.

The Lazard trust record which is in evidence, as

shown by Exhibits 5 through 9, originally referred

only to the Kern County matter. Our bookkeeping

system was quite informal, and Mr. Morton and I

were both very busy and didn't have much oppor-

tunity to supervise it on occasions, and it happened

that when we started with one employment and an-

other employment would arise, the whole thing

would be carried along in one account until some

occasion arose for segregating it.

The card immbers on Exhibits 6, 7, 8 and 9 have

no significance. The ledger sheets had a printed

number, consecutive number on them, but we did not

keep track of those printed numbers. We just used

the sheets when occasion arose. As to matters under

the Lazard Trust captions, those were not all lim-

ited to any particular case, as far [107] as expenses

and charges were concerned. Mr. Morton, I think

as explained, and I can only add the same informa-

tion, that there were items of expenses in this Laz-

ard Matter trust account. Exhibits 6 and 7, which
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related to the Portland case and 1 think may lie one

or two that related to tlie Market Street case.

Originally there was no maintenance of se])arate

sets of records in onr office for the various suits

that our tirm filed for and on hehalf of the hazard

interests. It was all run through one account. Thei-e

was a maintenance of th(^ trust funds, of course, at

all times. Then later it was segregated into different

accounts relating to different employments. We
had a record of the trust money that came in, and

we had a record of the trust money that was ex-

pended on the Kern County case and we had a rec-

ord of the trust money that was borrowed to be

used on the Market Street case and the Portland

case. Not a segTegated record. The trust funds were

segregated. I will show you a record that is avail-

able in the court room, showing that the money was

actually set aside as money. We have produced

here Exhibit 4, which shows on the financial state-

ment of October 15th that the entire $27,500 was

placed in trust. The money was all carried in the

general bank accounts, which has been our policy

and practice for many years. But we carried <»n

our own records a designation of the trust funds.

[108] It was to reflect the fact on our own records

that these were not our moneys.

I had nothing to do with the drafting of the agree-

ments, Exhibits 10 and 11, but Mr. Morton and 1

discussed various terms under which we might un-

dertake this emplo^TTient. I think that the agree-

ments do not correctly show the consideration that
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was received. As to the $2,500, there was never

any discussion about that. That was a fee for work

that was done prior to—I think that work was ter-

minated about the 31st of August, 1932, and at the

conchision of that work there was no continuing

relationship between the clients and ourselves. We
were dealing with some clients who were across the

seas and beyond the reach of the country through

agents who had a power of attorney to represent

them. Exhibit 11 was signed, as it shows on its

face. Exhibit 11 does not correctly express the con-

sideration.

With reference to the Francois Lang and related

taxpayers' income tax cases, I think the only extent

to which I participated in that litigation was that

I was present in the Circuit Court of Appeals when

it was argued. I believe that this is the case that

went to the Circuit Court of Appeals and I dis-

cussed with Mr. Leon Brown, who argued this, some

of the legal questions involved prior to the argu-

ment, and counseled with him about the presentation

of the case. [109]

Mr. Brown did not discuss the handling of the

case with me with respect to a submission on a

stipulation of facts while it was going on in the

United States Board of Tax Appeals, except in a

general way. We knew we had a case involving

the questions of the income tax of these people, but

Mr. Brown was handling it.

I am sure that when I prepared my income tax

report for 1940, I did not check at all with the Lang
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ease and the sti])iilate(] facts there, whieh were filed

on February 20, 1941. 1 am sure at that time that

I was not cognizant of that sti])ulation, and I would

like to add this further explanation: ^Phat this iterri

of $30,000 that has been referred to was merely

treated by the clients as a deduction incident to

the litigation. Mr. Brown did not ever bring tha^^

to my attention. Mr. Lyons did not discuss it with

me. Whether it had been for costs or trust or what

it had been for was immaterial in 1941. The clients

were out in 1941 the $30,000. There was no ma-

teriality at that time as to the circumstances or

conditions under which they expended the money.

They had actually expended it in connection with

the work that was done, first preliminarily and later

in connection with the litigation.

Referring to my testimony that at the conclusion

of the Kern County litigation we received out of it

the sum of $114,018.19, and Mr. Morton's testimony

to a figure [110] of $121,700, I didn't testify to the

same question that was asked Mr. Morton. I said

that we received $114,018.19 out of the recovery on

January 19, 1940. We also had in the trust account

at that time $7,769.55, which was released to us, and

that makes a total of $121,787.74 received in 1940.

The amount that we received out of the judgment

in cash on January 19, 1940, was $114,018.19, and

w^e were then holding under the obligation of a trust

$7,769.55. We were released from that obligation,

and that gave us a total recovei-y in 1940 of $121,-

787.74.

There was something relating to the obligation
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which I say we had, except Exhibits 10 and 11 in

evidence. Mr. Morton has testified to it. It was

my understanding- that $27,500 was given to us to

use for costs in that litigation upon the condition

if there was any of it left it would belong to our

firm. I think at the end of the year closing entries

were made relating to the release of that $7,769.55

and the amount was closed out into our general

funds. That is my understanding. Mr. Lyons is

our accountant and looks after those matters.

The $7,769.55 was reported in the year 1940 for

federal income tax purposes. This is the Income

Tax Return of Hanna and Morton for 1940. There

is a memorandum attached which reads: ''The in-

come reported here includes a fee in the amount of

$115,287.74." That refers to the Kern County liti-

gation fee, but the return also includes, as I [111]

understand it, the sum of $7,769.55. I think it is

included in Item No. 1, Gross Receipts from Busi-

ness or Profession. It is not separately shown.

Thereupon, the Income Tax Return of Hanna
and Morton for the year 1940 was received in evi-

dence as Respondent's Exhibit G. This exhibit,

in so far as material, is as follows:

''GROSS INCOME
1. Gross receipts from business or

profession $209,087.73

5. Interest on bank deposits, notes,

corporation bonds, etc 52.50

9. Royalties 973.07

13. Total Income in Items 3 to 12 $210,113.30
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DEDUCTIONS
14. S5alarie.s and wap:es 29,925.30

l"). Kent 7,565.00

16. Repairs 220.83

17. Interest on indebtedness 60.68

18. Taxes 1,286.22

21. Depreciation 882.06

23. Other deductions authorized by law 6,917.00

24. Total Deductions in Items 14 to 23 46,857.09

25. Ordinary Net Income $163,256.21"

"Memorandum. The income reported herein includes a [112]

fee in the amount of $115,287.74 orig:inating as the result of em-

plo\Tnent contract made in 1932, as to which one of the part-

ners is returing under the provisions of Section 107."

There was no fnrlher checking with Mr. T^aug

or any conversation with him regarding the treat-

ment of that last figure of seven thousand odd

dollars, to my knowledge. There was no occasion

for such under our arrangement. Under our

arrangement it belonged to us. We took it over.

It isn't correct that after the agreements, Peti-

tioner's Exhibits 10 and 11, were signed, that the

members of our firm could handle the $30,000 and

particularly the $27,500 in any way we wished as

far as the actual handling of the cash was concerned

any more so than any other trustee. I assume that

any trustee holding trust funds can select the bank

Avhere they are to be deposited or ])ossibly the ])er-

missible investments under the law in which they

may ]ye invested. I did not 7)articipate in any of

the discussions Mr. Morton testified about that were

had with Mr. Lang. I did not peisonally know of
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any arrangements with Mr. Lang to hold any funds

in trust for the purposes that were testified about

only as I knew through discussions Mr. Morton and

I had, and I know that definitely our discussion

was that this money was trust money. [113]

The only discussions I know of were those that

have been testified to. I do know that this money

was paid to us to be utilized for the payment of

costs in this case, and the balance, if any, to be our

property at the time that the work was completed.

I know it was treated as trust funds and regarded

as trust funds at all times.

With reference to any other basis of advancing

moneys by the Lazard interests in connection with

the signing of the agreements, Exhibits 10 and 11,

I know Mr. Morton and I discussed two proposals

that I recollect. One of the proposals was that we

would undertake the litigation on a 50-50 basis and

we would advance the costs. Then we discussed

the proposal which was finally accepted. We esti-

mated as nearly as we could what the probable cost

would be. We concluded if the clients advanced the

costs, which we estimated to be $27,500, that we

would take the case on a smaller contingent fee

basis. We were particular to see that the amount

was as near as we could estimate it adequate to

cover the cost of expenditures that might be in-

curred. But we did not limit our obligation to that

amount.

None of these estimates were reduced to writing

as far as anticipated costs were concerned. They
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were ver])al. These agreements were not after Octo-

ber, 1932. The first agreement tliat bears Mr.

Lang's initials, tliat was initialled at the time we

received the $27,500. [114]

There were $2,500 i-eceived Angnst 19, 1932, Coi-

work will eh was done and completed about the end

of August, 1932. Exhibit 10 was the one that was

initialled by Mr. Lang and delivered to us at the

time \\Q received the $27,500. The heading imme-

diately preceding the item of $30,000 relates not

to a single i^aragraph but to a section of the agree-

ment wdiich consists of three paragraphs. Fees and

Costs. At that time it was contemplated that this

agreement would be sent to France for execution

by the various parties. Mr. Lang said rather than

have two documents go forward to show his account-

ing for the $2,500 and the $27,500, he would like

to have this document recite $30,000.

Redirect Examination

Referring to Exhibit 2, which is a receipt reading,

"Received Lazard Matter the sum of $27,500.00 on

account, trust account.'', there is one thing that we

are very particular about. When the money is trust

money, it is always identified as such. We had a

triplicate receipt book that each member of the firm

had. Mr. Morton didn't use his. When he would

get in money he would simply take the check to the

bookkeeper and tell her to write the receipt. In this

instance this receipt was written by the bookkee]:)eT'.

He told her evidentlv that this $27,500 was to }w
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placed in trust, and she noted that on the receipt,

which is the carbon copy which she used [115] in

making her cash records. The original goes to the

client. The first carbon is appended to the deposit

slip where the money is deposited in the bank. E

assume Mr. Lang got that receipt at that time.

I have my income tax returns for 1932 to 1940,

inclusive, and I have the revenue agent's report'

where examinations have been made. These files

contain the income tax returns, copies of the income

tax returns of Mrs. Hanna and myself, and reports

of revenue agents' examinations for the years 1932

to 1939, inclusive.

Whereupon

EDGAR P. LYONS

was called as a witness by and on behalf of the

Petitioner; and having been first duly sworn, was

examined, and testified as follows:

Direct Examination

I am a certified public accountant and have been

such since 1925, and am practicing here in Los

Angeles.

I have been employed by the firm of Hanna and

Morton for some years to examine their books of

accounts and records, and in the preparation of

income tax returns, and also in some cases in resist-

ing the claims of the Federal Government for addi-

tional taxes.
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Tliis summary you have given to me was pre-

l)ared by me from the T.azard trust eai'd and rehites

to the entries tliereoii wliieh have to do with tlie

Kern County case. This was prepared froTU tlie

trust card part of which is in evidence. [116]

Thereupon, upon request, Counsel for Respondent

was permitted to cross-examine the witness at this

point.

Cross-Examination

With respect to this summary, these are costs

for the Kern County litigation, costs incurred year

by year for various types of expenses, traveling

expenses and various types. The Lazard trust card

was very carefully gone over by Mr. Leon B. Brown,

w^ho has been referred to, who marked on the card

the items vrith respect to the Kern County case,

as well as the items of expense with respect to the

other cases which have been commented u])on. This

distribution, then, for the Kern County case, is

made on the basis of Mr. Brown's identification

of items. I think there were several items on the

same record regarding the Market Street case in

San Francisco in a couple of years. There were

also expense items, some of them quite numerous,

with respect to the Bhmi case at Portland. They

were so identified on the card by Mr. Brown. T did

not have anything to do with the keeping of these

records contemporaneously during these years 1932

on down through 1940. I just made this summary

later. The items vmder the column, "Firm With-

drawals" are based upon sums paid to Mr. Hanna
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and Mr. Morton and charged to the account. That

was the payment of October 15th, I believe it was,

1932, of $1,000 each. The rest of the items making

up the total of $5,500 are journal transfers, thereby

reducing the balance on the [117] on the trust card

and transferring these sums into the income account

of the firm. They were transferred into the firm's

income account, and taken up in income in the

years in which entry was made.

Thereupon the summary was received in evidence

as Petitioner's Exhibit 12. That exhibit is in words

and figures as follows:

''STATEMENT SHOWING CASH RECEIVED, COSTS
PAID, FIRM WITHDRAWALS AND BALANCE AN-
NUALLY 1932 TO 1940, RELATING TO KERN
COUNTY CASE IN LAZARD TRUST ACCOL^NT

Tear Receipts Cost Paid Firm Withdrawals Balance End

1932 $27,500 $ 609.28 $ 3,500.00 $23,390.72

1933 972.30 1,000.00 21,418.42

1934 4,559.67 16,858.75

1935 276.18 16,582.57

1936 186.23 1,000.00 15,396.34

1937 5,948.53 9,447.81

1938 1,060.69 8,387.12

1939 606.88 7,780.24

1940 10.69 7,769.55

$27,500.00 $14,230.45 $ 5,500.00"

Direct Examination Resumed

Mr. Leon Brown made these designations, I think,

in 1940.

At that time Mr. Mackay announced that all of

the [118] records of Hanna and Morton are present
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in tlie court room, and that if tliorc is any dcsiiT

on the i)art of Mr. (^router to .uo into tho ori.s2:inal

recoi'ds, they are here.

Thereupon, the Income Tax Return of Byron 0.

Hanna for tlie year 1940 was received in evidence as

Petitioner's Exhibit 13. That Exliibit 13, in so far

as material, contains the following data:

"INCOME
2. Dividends— 1/2 to Spouse $ 262.50

6. Income from parnerships, etc.

Per Schedule 11,992.12

8. Rents and Royalties 715.64

11. Other income 1,748.85

12. Total Income in Items 1 to 11 $ 14,719.11

DEDUCTIONS
13. Contributions paid $ 417.50

14. Interest 622.16

15. Taxes 955.66

18. Other deductions authorized by law 1,104.99

19. Total Deductions in Items 13 to 18 3,100.31

20. Net Income $ 11,618.80

[119]

Application of Section 107—Lazard Pee

The relevant facts are stated as follows:

(1) Negotiations were started in July 1932 with

Etienne Lang, acting for clients. On August 14,

1932 he made payment of $2,500.

(2) This was accepted by the tirjn and paid as

a fee for preliminary investigation of the case, and

on the same day divided by the partners as a fee

earned. Prior to verbal contract of acceptance, Mr.
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Lang continued to investigate the firm but was not

obligated to consummate the matter. The firm, on

the other hand, used the interim to weigh the pos-

sibilities of successfully conducting the case.

(3) On October 15, 1932, payment of $27,500.00

was made by the clients pursuant to the terms of

employment contract which was not fully executed

until July 1933. However, on that date the terms

set forth in the contract were verbally agreed upon.

(4) Contract provisions relative to fees are

stated as follows:

"The clients will pay to the attorneys the sum of

$30,000 and a contingent fee based on the amount

of all sums or things of value recovered as a result

of such suit (or suits) of 15% of the first million

dollars recovered and 10% of all sums in excess

of one million dollars payable only when and as

received by [120] the clients and in the same money

or things of value as received by the clients. Of

said $30,000 the attorneys have heretofore been paid

$2,500.00 and the balance of $27,500.00 will be paid

forthwith upon the execution of this agreement.

"The said attorneys agree that in consideration

thereof they will bear and pay all expenses and costs

of such suit (or suits) including all appeals and

hold the clients harmless by reason thereof."

(5) The case was prepared, litigated, and judg-

ment obtained, which was paid in the year 1940,

and the contingent fee collected. During tliis in-

terim all costs, which were paid by the firm, were

charged to the "trust card" or account, on which

had been credited the sums received from the client.
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(6) Summary of foes and exi)enses are shown

as follows

:

Aug. 14, 1932 Foe $2,500.00

Aug. 14, 1932 Taken by partners 2,500.00

Oct. 15, 1932 Contract Payment $ 27,500.00

1932 to 1940 Costs, expenses, etc 14,230.45

Balance in Trust $ 13,269.55

[121]

Contingent Fee, Interest, etc. Received in 1940 114,018.19

$127,2ST.74

Less: Fee Participations to other lawyers 6,500.00

Net Fee $120,787.74

Less: Sums taken from trust account to (reneral Ac-

in 1932-3-6 by partnei-s and returned as income.... 5,500.00

Portion Unreported $115,287.74

(7) It is the opinion of the taxpayer that:

(a) The original $2,500 fee was paid and earned

in 1932 for preliminary work and is not a part of

the fee resulting from the contract (although thr;

employment contract refers to $30,000 including

$2,500 already paid).

(b) The $27,500 contract payment of Oct. 15,

1932 was not an earned fee until the completion of

the case as the costs deductible therefrom were not

and could not have been ascertained even approxi-

mately until then.

(8) The question is also raised as to the statu.-;

of transfers to general account from the trust fund

in 1932-3-6 aggregating $5,5(X), which were taken by
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the partners as fees earned and returned by them

as such. As the partners could [122] not have

known the outcome of the litigation, or the costs of

possible adverse decisions, new trials, or appeals,

the allocations were in fact borrowings by Hanna
and Morton general account from trust funds.

(9) Taxpayer believes that his return should be

computed under the provisions of Section 107, as

fee allocations of $5,500 are less than 5% of the net

fee, and it is so returned, but subject to ultimate

determination by the Commissioner as to the cor-

rectness of the method employed in determining

taxable income. [123]

Thereupon the Income Tax Return of Daisy May
Hanna for 1940 was received in evidence as Peti-

tioner's Exhibit 14. Said Exhibit 14, so far as

material, contains the following data:

"INCOME
2. Dividends $ 262.50

6. Income from partnerships, etc.

Per Schedule 11,992.12

8. Rents and royalties 275.11

10. (b) Net long-term gain (or loss)

from sale or exchange of capital as-

sets Loss 2,040.01

12. Total Income in Items 1 to 11 $10,489.72

DEDUCTIONS
13. Contributions paid 417.50

14. Interest 622.15

15. Taxes 955.66

18. Other deductions authorized by law 1,104.99

19. Total Deductions in Items 13 to 18 3,100.30

20. Net Income $ 7,389.42"
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This Plxliibit also contains a nuMnoranduni iden-

tical with tliat appended to Kxliibit IM. and a))()ve

set forth.

The witness proceeded with his testimony, as

follows: [124]

I made np the income tax retnrns for Mi-, and

Mrs. Hanna for 1940. I made it up from the books

and accounts of Mi-, and Mrs. Hanna and the part-

nership of Hanna and Morton. I prepared the

schedule entitled, ''Computation of Additional Tax

by Applying- Section 107 to Lazard F(>e."

That schedule was prepared by examining Mr.

Hanna 's and Mrs. Hanna 's copies of their Federal

Income Tax Returns for the years 1933 to 1939, in-

clusive, and in conjunction therewith examining the

letters from the internal revenue agent with respect

to those years which have been examined, and the

fact that the taxable income changed as a result of

that examination.

At this point the following comments were made

by Counsel:

"Mr. Mackay: I would like to state for the pur-

pose of the record that we have all the i-evenue

agent's reports for Mr. and Mrs. Hanna that wen;

made during these years, and that they aic in court.

]\Ii-. Crouter : If your Honor please, at this stage

1 arise chiefly to make inquiry as to the line of ex-

amination. If it is to establish a foundation foi-

recomputations if and when any o])ini(m is evei-

rendered in favor of the Petitioners, why this would

seem to me that any matter of mere com])utation
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from prior returns based upon prior acts under

[125] Section 107 could be worked out under Rule

50, and the Respondent, of course, will be happy to

cooperate in connection with the making of any

recomputation if and when that occasion ever

arises.

That, as far as I see, there would be no necessity

of putting in evidence anything that would normally

be worked out under Rule 50.

1 just make that observation at this time because

I don't know what he has in mind."

Then followed a discussion between Ooimsel and

the Court, which concluded as follows

:

*'Mr. Mackay: Couldn't we do this, if your

Honor please: I fully appreciate—and I don't

think there will be any danger—couldn't we leave

it this way: If it becomes necessaiy after the case

is decided to take any further evidence in respect

to computation, that that could be done?

The Court: It certainly would have to be done

because if we find we have got an open end here

when we come to the matter of recomputation, that

requires testimony on the merits of the case, aside

from the recomputation feature, w^hy we would

have to open it up.

If we decide this case, for instance, in [126] ac-

cordance with the taxpayers' contention that 107

applies, then we find that we can't close the thing

up because we haven't enough in the record as a

basis for the computation, then we would certainly

have to hold another session and admit such addi-
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tional evident't' as will he necessary to complete

the joh.

Mr. Maekay: I am sati.siied with tliat, your

Honor."

The witness proceeded to testify as follows:

I did some work in 1932 for Hamia and Morton in

connection with the examination of their income tax

returns. I don't tliink there was any confei'ence

on Mr. and Mrs. Hanna's personal returns. There

was a conference on the partnershij) return.

I w'rote up for the agent when hv was examining

the 1932 Hanna and ^lorton tax returns from June

to December, 1932, all the income and expense items

and summarized them in such a way that he could

check their tax return; and in that connection it

was shown him in a conference which we had over

my working papers that the $27,500 was not in-

cluded in income, l)ut was set u]) in this ti'ust.

Cross-Examination

I have the summaries that I showed to the agent

[127] on that occasion here in the files. The agent

was Mr. Kirkpatrick. I understand from the con-

versation I had witli you over the teleidione that he

is deceased. This page is a detailed summary of the

receipts. From June on, 1932, which is the date of

the Hanna and Morton partnershi]). The item you

referred to came in October, and it is shown here

as a deposit in the Bank of America on tlic 15th

day, and is credited to the column marked "
'''rusts.

"

That is my hand\vriting. I have that column headed
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*' Trusts" because the daily financial statements

from which I wrote this record indicate that it

should have been charged or credited to "Trusts,"

and the cards, the control cards for all the trusts

showed it as an entry in the trust card. My work-

ing papers showed it at the end of the year as a

trust with a balance of $23,155.02. $3,500 was in-

cluded as partnership income and an additional

$2,000, as shown by Exhibit 12, was treated on the

record and reported as income, one amount of

$1,000 in 1933 and $1,000 in 1936. I think probably

1934 was the first year when I prepared the returns.

I did not have any discussions with Mr. Lang

regarding any of these affairs at any time. I did not

go to any source except the record in connection

with the labeling of that item, "Trust, $27,500.00."

I took my summaries from the records as they were

presented to me.

I recall having a conference on Mr. Hanna 's

[128] 1940 income tax return at the agent's office.

I recall a conference first with Mr. Fraider. There

was a protest at which Mr. Hanna and I attended,

and I think Mr. W. E. Wells was the conferee, but

I don't remember. We were discussing the merits

of this 1940 return and the contention which is

under consideration here.

I don 't remember conferring with Mr. Wells on

it. It seems to me it was Mr. Hawkins we con-

ferred with. I know Mr. Wells and I knew him in

1940. I do not remember conferring with Mr. Wells
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about the matter. I appear before tlie agents in

their otRee in eonneetion witli a number of cases

over a period of years. In connection with tliis

particular case of Mr. Hanna, I did not make any

notes or memoranda regarding any conference be-

fore Mr. Wells.

With respect to the last item shown on Exhibit

12, $7,769.55, that was included in the 1940 partner-

ship income along with the $114,000 for th(^ year

1940. The schedule attached to Exhibit U, wliicli

shows only ^115,287 was made up of the $7,700 to

wdiich you referred, plus the $114,000 which has

been referred to, and from which, however, has

been deducted the $6,500 also referred to as having

been paid to Brown and Dudley. That makes the

exact amount. 'Iliat sum is included in here.

The gross amount received, including the seventy-

seven hundred odd dollars and the $111,000, whicli

was testified [129] about in court, would constitute

all of the moneys received from the Eazard litiga-

tion in 1940, according to the com])utations I have

made, remembering tliat we deducted from tliat

total the sums paid to those other lawyers.

Thereupon Counsel for the Respondent called

EDGAR P. LYONS

as a witness for Respondent; and imder examina-

tion he testified as follows

:
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Direct Examination

I know what the sums were received by the firm

in connection with the Market Street litigation and

the Blum case. They are on those cards, the trust

cards. I can tell the total amounts received by

Hanna and Morton from any of the clients repre-

sented in those cases if I refer to other information.

I would have to examine those cards to determine

whether the information is available in court. I

could give you the information if I had the cards.

They are available.

Thereupon the Petitioner rested.

Mr. Lyons, on Direct examination on behalf of the

Respondent, proceeded to testify as follows:

I have summaries from the records of Hanna

and Morton showing total amounts received by the

firm in connection with the so-called Market Street

litigation. The Lazard trust cards show on Febru-

ary 8, 1938 they received from the Anglo-California

National Bank $19,032.19 from the [130] Market

Street case. The card shows that was received from

the Bank, which was one of the defendants. That

is the only sum shown by the records as having been

received in the Market Street case. On February

8, 1938, a check was drawn to Courtney Moore, at-

torney in San Francisco, for $3,100 and charged to

that account, and on the sp^me date a check for

$9,516.10 was drawn to Lazard Frere. One the same

date a transfer of $6,000, approximately the bal-

ance, was made as a transfer to legal fees received

from the trust.
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A total amount of $19,000 was received by Hanna
and Morton and deposited. Lazard Frere was the

name of the client. Mr. Moore is an attorney in

San Francisco, in connection with this Market

Street case, in the years 1937 and 1938, if I remem-

ber correctly, there were some $4(K) or $500 woith

of expenses in this case marked on tlie card. Tliat is

where the difference comes in.

A card which includes the transactions in the

Portland case indicates tliat on October 13, 1941

there was received and deposited $43,429.79. And

the card shows imder date of October 11, 1941, pay-

ment made to Courtney L. Moore for $20,000 and a

transfer out of tlie trust for $23,429.79 to client's

income card. That shows the complete distribution

of the forty-three thousand odd dollars as far as

the records go.

The Lazard trust card indicates the receipt (^n

[131] June 5, 1940 of $5,000 in connection with a

case known as the bankruptcy case. On the same

date a check was wn-itten to Courtney L. Moore, the

San Francisco attorney, for $2,500, and the bal-

ance, $2,500, was then transferred to income in 1940.

There are no other records that I know of, or

any amounts w^hich were received in connection

with any of these Lazard litigations. I am familiar

with all their records at this time.

Approved.

(Signed) J. P. WENCHEL. CAR.

[Endorsed] : Filed T.C.U.S. May 19, 1945. [132]
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United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Nintli Circuit

No. 740

DAISY MAY HANNA,
Petitioner,

V.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Respondent.

PETITIONER'S STATEMENT OF POINTS TO
BE RELIED ON AND DESIGNATION OF
PARTS OF THE RECORD TO BE
PRINTED

Comes now Daisy May Hanna, the petitioner for

review in the above-entitled cause, and states that

the points on which she intends to rely in this case

are as follows:

1. The Tax Court of the United States erred in

finding as a fact or deciding as a matter of law

that the withdrawals from the $27,500 trust fund

mentioned in the Findings, amoimting to $5,500,

constituted payment of a ]3art of the fee for the

services rendered in the employment mentioned

in the Findings, to Hanna and Morton when and

as received by Hanna and Morton;

2. The Tax Court of the United States erred in

finding as a fact or deciding as a matter of law that

the withdrawal of accrued interest on the said trust

fund, amounting to $1,168.86, constituted payment

of a part of the fee for the services rendered in the
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said eniployineiit to Haiiiia and Morton wlicn and

as received by Ilanna and Morton; and [133]

3. The Tax Court of the United States erred in

determining that less than 95% of the fee of lianna

and Morton foi* services under tlie employment

above mentioned was received in the calendar year

1940.

Petitioner hereby designates the entire record,

as certified to tlie Clerk of the above-entitled Court,

as necessary to be printed foi- the consideration of

the points set forth above.

A. CALDER MACKAY and

ADAM Y. BENNION
A. CALDER MACKAY

By ADAiM Y. BENNION
Attorneys for Petitioner

Service admitted 5^18/45.

(Signed) J. P. WENCHEL. CAR.

[Endorsed] : Filed T.C.U.S. May 19, 1945. [134]

[Title of Circuit Court of Appeals and Cause.]

PETITIONER'S DESIGNATION OF CON-

TENTS OF RECORD ON REVIEW

Petitioner hereby designates for inclusion in the

record on review in the above-entitled pi-'ceeding,

the following:

The complete record of all tlie proceedings ;;nd

evidence taken before The Tax Court of the United

States and all matters required by Subdivision (g)
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of Rule 75 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

;

excepting exhibits filed as evidence, but including

the statement of evidence in this cause heretofore

prepared, served and filed.

Dated: May 4, 1945.

A. CALDER MACKAY and

ADAM Y. BENNION
A. CALDER MACKAY

By ADAM Y. BENNION
Attorneys for Petitioner

Service admitted 5/18/45.

(Signed) J. P. WENCHEL. CAR

[Endorsed] : Filed May 19, 1945. [135]

[Title of Tax Court and Cause.]

CERTIFICATE

I, B. D. GAMBLE, clerk of The Tax Court of the

United States do hereby certify that the foregoing

pages, 1 to 135, inclusive, contain and are a true

copy of the transcript of record, papers, and pro-

ceedings on file and of record in my office as called

for by the Praecipe in the appeal (or appeals) as

above numbered and entitled.

In testimony whereof, I hereunto set my hand

and affix the seal of The Tax Court of the United

States, at Washington, in the District of Columbia,

this 4th day of June, 1945.

[Seal] B. D. GAMBLE
Clerk, The Tax Court of the

United States.
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[Endorsed]: No. 11071. United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Daisy May
Hanna, Petitioner, vs. Commissioner of Internal

Revenue, Respondent. Transcrip of tlie Record.

Upon Petition to Review a Decision of The Tax
Court of the United States.

FHed June 11, 1945.

PAUL P. O'BRIEN
Clerk of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit.

United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit

No. 740

DAISY MAY HANNA,
Petitioner,

V.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Respondent.

ORDER

For cause appearing of record, it is hereby

Ordered: That the time for transmission and

delivery of the record on petition for review of the

above entitled proceeding in tlic T^riitcd States
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Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit be

and it is hereby extended to June 22, 1945.

FRANCIS A. GARRECHT,
Judge

Dated May 18, 1945, San Francisco, California.

[Endorsed]: Filed May 18, 1945. Paul P.

O'Brien, Clerk.

A true copy.

Attest: May 18, 1945.

[Seal] (s) PAUL P. O'BRIEN
Clerk.

Now : June 5, 1945, the foregoing order is certified

from the record as a true copy.

[Seal] B. D. GAMBLE
Clerk.

[Endorsed] : Filed T.C.U.S. May 23, 1945.


